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Abstract
We study the distribution of savings from mortgage refinancing across income groups
during the COVID-19 pandemic. Between February and June 2020, the difference in
savings from refinancing between high- and low-income borrowers was ten times higher
than before the pandemic. This was the result of two factors: individuals in the top
quintile of the income distribution increased their refinancing activity more than comparable borrowers in the bottom quintile and, conditional on refinancing, they captured
slightly larger improvements in interest rates. Exploiting idiosyncratic variation in
COVID-19 case rates within zip codes over time, we find that changes in local economic conditions explain up to 74 percent of the increase in refinancing inequality tied
to the pandemic. Using data on refinancing applications and funding rates we find
that, conditional on applying, the funding rates and processing times for low-income
borrowers were not differentially affected by the pandemic. Instead, low-income borrowers were underrepresented in the pool of applications. We estimate a difference of $5
billion in savings from refinancing between the top quintile of the income distribution
and the rest of the market. This discrepancy has implications for the transmission of
monetary policy and the evolution of wealth inequality.
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Introduction

Mortgage refinancing is one of the main channels through which expansionary monetary policy affects individual consumption (Di Maggio et al., 2017; Boyce et al., 2012; Agarwal et al.,
Forthcoming, 2017; Berger et al., 2020, 2019; Eichenbaum, Rebelo and Wong, 2018; Agarwal
et al., 2017). However, the magnitude of the consumption response depends on the characteristics of those who take advantage of refinancing opportunities, including their marginal
propensity to consume (Auclert, 2019; Wong, 2019). In this paper, we document that during
the COVID-19 pandemic, savings from refinancing were concentrated in the top segments
of the income distribution, and this concentration was higher than in previous periods of
large interest rate reductions. This finding is important for evaluating the effectiveness of
monetary policy during times of economic turmoil, given that high-income individuals have
lower marginal propensities to consume (Coibion, Gorodnichenko and Weber, 2020b; Baker
et al., 2020; Karger and Rajan, 2020; Di Maggio, Kermani and Palmer, 2020).
We study refinancing decisions of individuals for whom market interest rates were sufficiently
low to justify refinancing efforts. Our analysis uses a rich dataset of mortgages originally
funded by Freddie Mac that, when refinanced and funded by Freddie Mac, are matched to
the new (i.e., refinancing) loan. For these loans, we observe the contract terms of both the
old and new loan, and detailed origination records for both mortgages, including borrower’
income and loan purpose. In contrast to previous work using prevailing market average
interest rates from the Primary Mortgage Market Survey (PMMS) to approximate savings
from refinancing, we observe the interest rates that specific borrowers receive when they
refinance their mortgages.
We find that refinancing helps reduce monthly payments (principal and interest) by an
average of $272, leading to $8,800 in savings over the expected life of the loan. These
savings are smaller than the $11,700 from the standard PMMS-based calculations and are
highly concentrated in the top segments of the income distribution. While savings from
refinancing naturally vary across the income distribution (as they depend on unpaid balances
and interest rate differentials), we find that most of the differences in savings from refinancing
before 2020 were explained by off-the-shelf control variables (the borrower’s FICO score,
unpaid balance, original interest rate, loan-to-value (LTV), loan age). However the same
analysis for 2020 reveals that, controlling for observable characteristics, the differences in
savings from refinancing between the top and bottom quintiles of the income distribution
increased tenfold.
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The increased inequality in the distribution of savings from refinancing is the result of two
factors: individuals in the top quintile of the income distribution increased their refinancing
activity more than their counterparties in the bottom quintile, and conditional on refinancing, they captured slightly larger improvements in interest rate differentials. Before 2020,
individuals in the top and bottom quintile of the income distribution had basically the same
probability of refinancing projected at 1.14 percent, holding observable characteristics fixed
at the level of the bottom income quintile. During 2020, the bottom quintile of the income
distribution increased its refinancing activity by 1.25 percentage points, whereas the top
quintile of the income distribution increased its refinancing activity by more than 8 percentage points. Higher-income individuals also captured the largest improvements in interest
rate differentials. Before 2020, individuals in the bottom quintile of the income distribution
received a 1.66 percentage point reduction in interest rates, conditional on refinancing. This
reduction reached 1.83 percentage points in 2020 (a 0.17 percentage point improvement). In
contrast, individuals in the top quintile of the income distribution who refinanced their mortgages received reductions of only 1.49 percentage points before the pandemic but an average
1.87 percentage point reduction in 2020 (a 0.38 percentage point improvement).
Overall, we estimate a $5 billion gap in savings from refinancing between the top quintile
of the income distribution and the rest of the market. If individuals in lower segments of
the income distribution received the same savings from refinancing as individuals in the top
quintile of the income distribution, they would capture an additional $5 billion in refinance
savings.
We complement the analysis with loan servicing data from McDash Analytics covering about
60 percent of the U.S. mortgage market. In this dataset, we observe when a mortgage in the
portfolio is prepaid. Using prepayments as a proxy for refinancing activity we confirm that
refinancing activity was concentrated in the top segments of the income distribution and
that the differences in refinancing activity across the income distribution were significantly
sharper than in previous periods of large interest rate reduction.
We then test the link between increases in refinancing inequality and changes in local economic conditions affected by the COVID-19 pandemic. To do so, we first exploit countyby-month variation in COVID-19 case rates (cases per 100,000 people). We use zip code
fixed effects and month fixed effects and, as a result, our coefficients are identified by idiosyncratic variation in COVID-19 case rates for a particular geography over time. That
is, variation in case rates that is specific to a particular geography, after controlling for the
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general worsening of the pandemic and aggregate time trends. Our estimates show that the
refinancing income gap increases 707 percent as we move from the bottom to the top quintile
of the distribution of case rates at the county-month level. To explore the channels through
which the pandemic affects refinancing inequality, we perform an additional analysis with a
subset of our data for which we have information about reductions in mobility (using GPS
data from Google, at the county-by-month level), increases in unemployment (using initial
unemployment insurance claim rates, measured at the county-by-month level), and increases
in the fraction of mortgages in forbearance (using state-by-month data from TransUnion
monthly reports).
When analyzing the effect of each variable separately, we find a positive correlation between
refinancing inequality and time spent at home, and between refinancing inequality and forbearance rates. The latter could be explained by a substitution between refinancing and
forbearance among low-income borrowers who, as shown by Cherry et al. (2021), experienced
higher-than-average forbearance rates. We do not find a correlation between unemployment
insurance claims and refinancing inequality, which could be explained by the high replacement rate of unemployment benefits to original wages during the pandemic (Ganong, Noel
and Vavra, 2020). However, we recognize that these three variables are highly correlated, are
not measured at the same geographic level, and their coarseness introduce measurement error
on inferences at the individual level. We thus interpret the effect of these variables as jointly
measuring the impact of local economic conditions on refinancing inequality. We find that
time spent at home, unemployment insurance claims, and forbearance rates jointly explain
between 39 percent and 74 percent of the impact of COVID-19 case rates on refinancing
inequality: that is, controlling for these three variables and their interactions with income
reduces the magnitude of the coefficients of COVID-19 case rates on refinancing inequality
by up to 74 percent.
Finally, we investigate the stage of the application-funding process at which low-income borrowers are left behind. To do so, we use a proprietary data set with information on refinance
applications submitted to Freddie Mac’s underwriting system. These data contain information on all applications, regardless of whether they were ultimately approved by lenders and
funded by Freddie Mac. We find that on average lenders received more than twice as many
applications during the pandemic than before the pandemic, but the fraction of applications
eventually funded remained relatively constant (decreasing less than 1 percentage point from
a base of 25 percent). Lenders with the largest growth rates in applications, saw decreases
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in the number of applications eventually funded by Freddie Mac. However, this effect is
present across the income distribution and does not explain the increases in refinancing inequality observed during the period. Similarly, when we focus on applications that resulted
in loans ultimately funded by Freddie Mac, we find that applications of low-income borrowers are processed in about the same time (or slightly faster) as applications of high-income
borrowers.
While we do not find evidence that lenders prioritized applications of high-income borrowers
at the funding stage, we find that low-income borrowers are underrepresented in the pool
of applications received during the 2020 refinancing wave. Almost 16 percent of refinancing
applications come from borrowers in the top decile of the income distribution of portfolio
mortgages, and only 4.5 percent come from the bottom decile. In contrast, during the
2019 refinancing wave, 11.8 percent of applications came from borrowers in the top decile of
the income distribution of Freddie Mac’s portfolio at the time, and 6.7 percent came from
borrowers in the bottom decile.
We discuss different explanations for the underrepresentation of low-income borrowers in the
pool of applications, including lenders soliciting only from borrowers with the more profitable
loans or with a high probability of approval, low-income borrowers having private information
about the impact of the pandemic on their credit quality and optimally not applying, and the
role of behavioral biases and limited financial literacy. We argue that, while some low-income
borrowers did not apply because they were in forbearance, forbearance is unlikely to be the
only explanation. Instead, our results suggest that low-income borrowers with credit-worthy
profiles were not solicited or failed to apply due to the coarseness of income as a proxy for
credit quality and due to borrowers’ behavioral limitations.
Our paper contributes to a large literature studying mortgage refinancing and its consequences for the economy. In terms of the transmission of monetary policy, previous work has
documented the importance of the mortgage refinancing channel (Campbell, 2006; Scharfstein and Sunderam, 2016; Bhutta and Keys, 2016; Koijen, Van Hemert and Van Nieuwerburgh, 2009; Chen, Michaux and Roussanov, 2020; Di Maggio et al., 2017; Di Maggio, Kermani and Palmer, 2020; Eichenbaum, Rebelo and Wong, 2018; Peydró et al., 2020). Beraja
et al. (2017); Wong (2019) and Laibson, Maxted and Moll (2020) show how the distribution
of savings from refinancing across areas with different local economic conditions or across
borrowers with different characteristics matters for the transmission of monetary policy.
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More generally, Auclert (2019) highlights the role of redistribution in the transmission of
monetary policy to consumption.
To our knowledge, our paper is the first to characterize the distribution in actual savings from
refinancing across income groups. This measure arguably captures variations in marginal
propensities to consume (Coibion, Gorodnichenko and Weber, 2020b; D’Amico, Kurakula
and Lee, 2020; Boyce et al., 2012; Agarwal et al., Forthcoming, 2017; Berger et al., 2020,
2019; Di Maggio et al., 2017; Karger and Rajan, 2020).1 In doing so, our paper contributes
to the literature studying heterogeneous responses to monetary policy and its distributional
impact (Pasten, Schoenle and Weber, 2020; Andersen et al., 2021). Previous work has focused
on the wealth effect of inflation through changes in the value of nominal assets (Doepke and
Schneider, 2006) or the medium- to long-term impacts of monetary policy on labor markets
(Dynarski et al., 1997; Sterk and Tenreyro, 2018; Bergman, Matsa and Weber, 2020), and
on local economic disparity (Beraja et al., 2017). In contrast, we study a direct immediate
impact of interest rate reductions on household wealth: savings from refinancing, which turns
out to be larger for individuals with higher income.
Our results build on the work of Agarwal, Driscoll and Laibson (2013); Keys, Pope and
Pope (2016); Bennett, Peach and Peristiani (2000); Johnson, Meier and Toubia (2015);
Agarwal, Ben-David and Yao (2017); Agarwal, Rosen and Yao (2016); Andersen et al. (2020)
and DeFusco and Mondragon (2020), who discuss how limited financial literacy, behavioral
biases, strict documentation requirements, or other frictions in the mortgage market explain
low refinancing activity despite sufficiently low interest rates. We expand on this work by
focusing on differences in refinancing activity across the income distribution, in both the
extensive and intensive margins (i.e., propensities and dollar savings), with special focus on
the pandemic period. Our results are consistent with Nothaft and Chang (2005); Gerardi,
Willen and Zhang (2020); Gerardi, Lambie-Hanson and Willen (2021); and Goodstein (2014)
who find that propensities to refinance vary with income and race.
Finally, our paper contributes to a fast-growing literature studying the economic impact of
the COVID-19 pandemic. Recent work documents strong decreases in consumption (Baker
et al., 2020; Coibion, Gorodnichenko and Weber, 2020a; Chen, Qian and Wen, 2020; Cox
et al., 2020; Dunn, Hood and Driessen, 2020) and disruptions to credit and labor markets
1
To our knowledge, the only other paper using matched refinancing transactions with information on old
and new interest rates for every transaction is Berger et al. (2019). Their focus differs from ours, as they
study path dependent effects of monetary policy.
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(Coibion, Gorodnichenko and Weber, 2020c). In all cases, the impact has disproportionally
affected individuals in the lowest segment of the income distribution (Chetty et al., 2020;
Kinder and Ross, 2020; Mongey, Pilossoph and Weinberg, 2020; Adams-Prassl et al., 2020)
thus increasing income inequality. In the mortgage market, Fuster et al. (2021) document
that frictions in the labor market and operational bottle necks led to binding capacity constraints, and An et al. (2021) and Cherry et al. (2021) study the role of forbearance.

2

Data Description

Our analysis is based on several data sources. First, we use a unique administrative loan-level
dataset for conventional single-family loans funded by Freddie Mac. This dataset includes all
outstanding single-family, 30-year fixed-rate mortgages funded by Freddie Mac and active
during the period of analysis. We follow those loans through time and observe whether
the loan was prepaid during the refinancing wave. In addition, for a subset of loans that
were prepaid, we match a new loan also funded by Freddie Mac that was originated at the
same property address within a 45-day window of the closure of the prepaid loan. For those
matched transactions, we collect loan-level attributes of the newly originated loan at the
same address. Where the loan was refinanced, we observe the new loan product and loan
attributes, including the new interest rate. We also identify cases where the prepayment was
not for a refinance but rather a home purchase. Importantly, we observe actual income for
all borrowers in this dataset.
The second data set consists of loan-level information provided by residential mortgage
servicers and collected by Black Knight (commonly known as McDash data). This dataset
provides extensive information on loan, property, and borrower characteristics at the time of
origination as well as dynamically updated loan information after origination. The dataset
also provides more comprehensive coverage of the mortgage market compared to Freddie
Mac’s data, since it includes conventional loans not sold to Freddie Mac. One drawback
of this dataset is that it does not allow us to determine the reason for prepayment, be it
to sell the property, or to refinance. We use prepayments as a proxy for refinancing and
use the terms "prepayment" and "refinancing" interchangeably. Section 6 discusses the
potential bias introduced by this proxy and provides a series of robustness to show that our
results using MdDash data, while based on prepayments, are driven by changes in refinancing
activity. We restrict our sample to owner-occupied, single-family, first-lien loans. We focus
on 30-year, fixed-rate conventional mortgages (that is, government-insured loans from the
7

Federal Housing Administration, Veterans Administration and other entities are excluded).
Exotic loans (such as loans with a balloon payment, negative amortization, or prepayment
penalty) are excluded from our sample, as are loans that are in foreclosure, bankruptcy or
real estate owned status, and those less than two months old. For each loan in the portfolio,
we observe whether the loan was prepaid or not.
We use these two data sets to show that the gap in refinancing activity and in savings
from refinancing between high- and low-income borrowers is significantly higher in 2020,
compared with other periods of large reductions in interest rates. We focus our analysis
on five periods characterized by interest rate reductions: 2015, 2016, 2017, 2019 and 2020.
Figure 1 shows the evolution of 30-year fixed mortgage rates between 2014 and 2020 (left
axis). The highlighted periods correspond to five-month windows with the largest declines
in interest rates. The decline in interest rates between the high and low points of this period
were 0.64 percentage points between October 2014 and February 2015, 0.25 percentage points
between May and September 2016, 0.32 percentage points between May and September 2017,
0.71 between May 2019 and September 2019, and 0.77 percentage points between February
and June 2020. The right axis of Figure 1 shows refinancing activity. Most of the periods
with the largest declines in interest rates were also characterized by the largest spikes in
refinancing activity.
In each period, we identify mortgages for which the refinancing option was not in-the-money
before the window of observation and becomes in-the-money during the window of observation. We use the model of optimal refinancing proposed by Agarwal, Driscoll and Laibson
(2013), which provides a closed-form solution for the problem of optimal refinancing. Under
some assumptions, this model identifies a threshold for which it is optimal to trade-in an
old in-the-money refinancing option for a new out-of-the-money refinancing option that is
acquired, taking into account closing costs, mortgage size, taxes, and the standard deviation
of the mortgage interest rate. It also includes a measure capturing the combined effects
of moving events, principal repayment and inflation-driven depreciation of the mortgage
obligation. For calibrated choices of these parameters, the optimal refinancing differentials
range typically from 100 to 200 basis points (bps). When market interest rates relative to
the interest rate on the borrower’s current mortgage exceed the differential, we say that the
borrower is in-the-money for a refinance.
Table 1 describes the set of newly-in-the-money mortgages before and after the pandemic
in both of our datasets. For Freddie Mac data, 20.14 percent of active mortgages became
8

in-the-money during the most recent wave of low interest rates. This number is more than
twice as large as the fraction of active mortgages that became in-the-money in previous
refinancing waves, and reflects the historically low interest rates observed during the period. The refinancing wave of 2020 also has the highest refinancing rate, with 16.59 percent
of newly in-the-money mortgages refinanced during the first few months of the year, compared with an average 8.68 percent for the three previous waves of comparable interest rate
reductions.
In terms of observable characteristics, mortgages that became in-the-money before 2020
have a FICO score of 740, compared with 743 for mortgages that became in-the-money
during 2020. The average monthly income reported to Freddie Mac is $7,350 before the 2020
wave and $7,650 during the 2020 wave. Mortgages that became in-the-money during 2020
are about three months older than mortgages that became in-the-money before 2020, and
have slightly lower interest rates (difference of 19 bps). The average loan-to-value (LTV)
ratios before and during 2020 are comparable, in the order of 77 percent. The interest rate
differential that captures incentives to refinance (mortgage rate minus market rate) is 24
bps higher in 2020 than in previous refinancing waves. Unpaid balances are also higher in
2020, and as a result, potential savings are higher for mortgages that became in-the-money
during the 2020 wave. Consistent with Agarwal, Driscoll and Laibson (2013) and Keys, Pope
and Pope (2016), potential savings from refinancing are defined as the present value of the
savings from refinancing at the market rate, adjusting for the probability of moving, tax
incentives, upfront costs, and discounting over time.
For McDash data, 15.16 percent of mortgages became in-the-money during the most recent
wave of low interest rates and high refinancing activity. This number is again more than twice
as large as the percentage of mortgages that became in-the-money during previous refinancing
waves. In terms of observable characteristics, FICO scores of mortgages that became in-themoney during 2020 are slightly higher than those of mortgages that became in-the-money
in previous waves (738 versus 727, respectively). We estimate income from debt-to-income
ratios reported to McDash and find that borrowers in our sample have similar estimated
monthly income before 2020 and during 2020 ($4,860 versus $4,730, respectively). Mortgages
that became in-the-money during 2020 are about one year younger than mortgages that
became in-the-money in previous periods, and have slightly lower interest rates (difference
of 46 bps). The average LTV ratios in refinancing waves before and during 2020 are 53 and
60 percent, respectively. The interest rate differential that captures incentives to refinance
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(mortgage rate minus market rate) is comparable across waves. Unpaid balances are slightly
higher in 2020, and as a result, potential savings are also slightly higher for the 2020 wave,
reaching a level of $11,850.
To study the relationship between refinancing inequality and the COVID-19 pandemic, we
complement the mortgage data with a rich set of variables tracking the impact of the pandemic on local economic conditions across different geographic areas. Specifically, we look
at mobility restrictions, initial unemployment insurance claims, percentage of mortgages in
forbearance, and COVID-19 case rates. Except for the percentage of mortgages in forbearance, we download the data from the public repository created by Chetty et al. (2020) to
track the impact of the pandemic across the United States.
COVID-19 Case Rates The data are seven-day moving average count of cases per capita
at the county level, which we further average at the monthly level to match our mortgage
data. The COVID-19 data are publicly available from the New York Times COVID-19
repository.
Mobility Data In response to the COVID-19 pandemic, Google released data on GPSbased mobility patterns (https://www.google.com/covid19/mobility/). The Community
Mobility Reports provide estimated mobility for individuals aggregated at different geographic levels, using GPS data. The baseline is the median value, for the corresponding day
of the week during the five-week period from January 3 through February 6, 2020. Indices are
reported as percentage differences from that baseline. Google has released several indices,
including one tracking time spent at home. The data are reported at the county-by-day
level. We aggregate the data at the county-by-month level to match the frequency of the
mortgage data.
Unemployment We use data on initial unemployment insurance claims at the county
level, reported to the US Department of Labor. Weekly initial claims are averaged at the
monthly level and expressed per 100 people in the 2019 labor force. Location is defined as
the state liable for the benefits payment.
Forbearance To study the interaction between forbearance and refinancing inequality, we
use data on financial hardship from TransUnion. Specifically we use data from the Monthly
Industry Reports (TransUnion, 2020) that show the percentage of mortgages in hardship
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at the state level monthly between March 2020 and May 2020. This metric represents the
percentage of accounts in a delinquency category that are hardship flagged (accounts affected
by natural/declared disaster, accounts in forbearance, accounts deferred or for which the
payment-due amount has been removed, or accounts whose account status and/or past-due
amount has been frozen).
The coverage of these four variables is imperfect and subject to availability by data providers
in each case. COVID-19 case rates are available for 3,023 counties, which cover 99.9 percent
of our mortgage data. We refer to these counties and mortgages as our base coverage for
the pandemic analysis. Mobility measures are available only for 26 percent of those counties
covering 86 percent of observations in our base coverage. Unemployment insurance claims at
the county level are available for 52.2 percent of mortgages in our base coverage. Forbearance
rates (at the state level) are available for 87 percent of observations in our base coverage. All
four variables are available for a subset of 1.2 million observations at the mortgage-month
level, representing 43 percent of our base coverage for the pandemic analysis.2
With these data, we perform two broad analyses. To get the fullest possible impact of the
pandemic with as much geographic coverage as possible, we measure the impact of COVID19 case rates on refinancing inequality with our base coverage. We then restrict the sample
to counties for which all four variables of interest are available to explain the effect of the
pandemic through mobility restrictions, unemployment, and financial hardship. Figures
C1 and C2 in Appendix C show the distribution of the severity of the pandemic across
geographies and over time.
Finally, we use a proprietary dataset with refinancing applications submitted to Freddie
Mac’s Loan Product Advisor (LPA) tool. This tool collects information on applications submitted to Freddie Mac’s underwriting system, which includes both loans funded by Freddie
Mac as well as loans that ultimately were not funded by Freddie Mac. These data broadly
track trends seen in the Mortgage Bankers Association’s Weekly Application Survey. About
18 percent of all new loans in the market are run through Freddie Mac’s LPA tool. We use
it to investigate the stage of the application-funding process at which low-income borrowers
are left behind. We do not observe when an application is approved by a lender and when
2

For robustness, we also perform the analysis with unemployment insurance claims at the state level. This
allows to increase our coverage to 79 percent of our original observations, however with a coarse measure of
unemployment insurance claims. The results are qualitatively the same. The analysis with unemployment
insurance at the state level is available upon request.
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it is not. Instead, we observe when an application ends as a mortgage ultimately purchased
by Freddie Mac and when it does not.
With this data, we first study changes in the fraction of applications eventually funded and
the time it took to process them, both across the income distribution and over time. We
then look at the distribution of applications across income groups.

3
3.1

Refinancing Inequality Over Time
Freddie Mac Matched-Transactions data

We describe the evolution of savings from refinancing across the income distribution using
our matched-transactions data set. This data set allows us to improve on existing characterizations of the distribution of savings from refinancing in several ways. First, we observe
the interest rate of both the original (refinanced) and new (refinancing) loans. In contrast,
most of the previous literature calculates savings from refinancing based on differences in
the PMMS rate, thus missing out on potential differences in actual interest rates obtained
by borrowers with different observable characteristics. Second, since we observe the purpose
of the new loan, we can focus on actual rate refinances instead of the broader category of
prepayments, which is a common proxy for refinancing in the literature. Finally, in addition
to debt-to-income ratios calculated at the time of closing the original loan, we observe actual
incomes at the time of closing both for the original (refinanced) loan and for the new (refinancing) loan. We can thus directly speak to the distribution of savings from refinancing
across income groups.
We study differences in the probability of refinancing across the income distribution and
differences in actual savings from refinancing conditional on refinancing. We estimate the
following equation with different outcome variables:

yit = α +

5
X

βj ∗ Income quintileji + γ ∗ W ave 2020it

j=2

+

5
X

(1)

φj ∗ Income quintileji ∗ W ave 2020it + δ ∗ Xit + it

j=2
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where yit measures the outcome of interest for mortgage i in period t, W ave 2020 is a dummy
variable indicating whether the observation corresponds to the 2020 window of analysis. Xit
is a vector of loan-level controls that will be added gradually across models. The omitted
category is the bottom quintile of the income distribution during periods before 2020.To
capture refinancing activity for the entire portfolio of Freddie Mac loans, we weight matched
prepayments by the probability of being matched, conditional on observable characteristics.
Appendix A describes the matching process.
Depending on the outcome variable, this specification allows us to characterize refinancing
activity or savings from refinancing across the income distribution, before and during the
pandemic. This specification also provides direct estimates for differences across income
quintiles and over time. For example, each coefficient βj represents the difference in refinancing activity or savings from refinancing between the jth and the bottom quintiles of
the income distribution, in periods before 2020. We refer to the difference between top and
bottom quintiles of the income distribution as the refinancing income gap. We use the refinancing income gap as summary measure of inequality in refinancing activity and savings
from refinancing, depending on the outcome variable. The coefficient β5 is our estimate of
the refinancing income gap before the pandemic and φ5 represents the change in the refinancing income gap before and during the pandemic. β5 + φ5 is our estimate for the refinancing
income gap during the 2020 refinancing wave. This specification allows us to recover changes
in refinancing activity and savings from refinancing within each quintile before and during
the pandemic. For example, the coefficient γ represents the difference in refinancing activity
or refinance savings for mortgages in the bottom quintile of the income distribution, and
γ + φj represents our estimate of the change in refinancing activity or refinance savings in
the jth quintile of the income distribution, holding everything else constant.
The first outcome variable we use, is a dummy variable that takes the value of one when a
mortgage is refinanced, and zero otherwise. We study how these variables change with and
without controlling for a set of off- the-shelf observable characteristics, namely zip code fixed
effects, loan age, FICO score, LTV, original interest rates, and unpaid balance. The results
are presented in Table 2 and summarized in Figure 2.
Our first model does not use any control variable (see the blue bar in Figure 2 and column 1
of Table 2). The refinancing income gap increases from 6.73 percentage points before 2020
to 12.47 percentage points in 2020. We then add a first set of control variables: zip code
fixed effects, loan age, FICO score and LTV (see the orange bar in Figure 2 and column 2
13

of Table 2). These control variables explain 66 percent of the refinancing income gap before
2020 (The estimate in column 2 for the refinancing income gap before 2020 decreases to
2.3 percentage points, a 4.43 percentage point reduction from a base of 6.73). In contrast
the same set of controls explain only 22 percent of the refinancing income gap in 2020 (the
estimate for the refinancing income gap during 2020 decreases to 9.7 percentage points, a
2.77 percentage point reduction from a base of 12.47).
We then show our estimates for the refinancing income gap before and during 2020, when
we include our full set of controls (see the gray bar in Figure 2 and column 3 of Table 2).
In addition to the control variables used in column 2 of Table 2, we also include unpaid
balances and original interest rates. Our full set of controls explains 94 percent of the
refinancing income gap before 2020 (column 3 shows an estimate of the refinancing income
gap of only 0.42 percentage points, a reduction of 6.31 percentage points from a base of 6.73
percentage points without controls). In contrast, the same set of controls can explain only 52
percent of the refinancing income gap during 2020 (our estimate with the full set of controls
is 5.98 percentage points, representing a 6.79 percentage reduction from a base of 12.47 in
column 1). Including our full set of control variables, the difference in refinancing activity
between the top and bottom quintiles of the income distribution during 2020 was 14 times
higher than before 2020 (5.98/0.42).
We then restrict the analysis to mortgages that were refinanced and are part of our matched
transactions data. For these mortgages, we study the distribution of savings from refinancing
conditional on refinancing. We do so estimating equation 1 with two additional outcome
variables. The first variable is the interest rate differential between the new refinancing loan
and the original refinanced loan. The second variable captures the value of savings from
refinancing expressed in dollar terms, defined as present value of the difference in outflows
under the old and new interest rates over the expected life of the loan. The expected life of
the loan is parametrized by Agarwal, Driscoll and Laibson (2013).
We do not attempt to provide a causal interpretation of this analysis. Income clearly affects
both average savings conditional on refinancing and the probability of refinancing. Thus, selection into refinancing is not random. Our goal is to describe average savings for individuals
across the income distribution who go through a refinancing transaction. We do so com-
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paring average savings conditional on refinancing over a discrete set of (income) categories
(Angrist, 2001).3
The results are presented in Table 3. In columns 1, 2 and 3, we use interest rate differentials
as the dependent variable, first without borrower level controls and then with our full set of
borrower level controls, which allows us to more clearly study variations in contract terms
across the income distribution. In column 3 we see that before 2020, conditional on refinancing, borrowers in the bottom quintile of the income distribution received a reduction of
166 basis points from their original interest rates (omitted category). Relative to those borrowers, comparable borrowers in the top quintile of the income distribution received slightly
lower interest rate reductions of 150 basis points (166 minus 16). This regression controls for
original interest rates, unpaid balances, zip code fixed effects, and standard borrower-level
controls. During 2020, all borrowers received large interest rate reductions (the coefficient for
wave 2020 and its interaction with income quintiles are all positive and significant), but the
improvement in contract terms for borrowers in the top quintile of the income distribution
was larger than for borrowers in the bottom quintile of the income distribution (see Figure 3,
panel (a)). Individuals in the bottom quintile improved their interest rate differentials by 16
basis points to reach a rate differential of 182 bps. Individuals in the top quintile improved
their interest rate differentials by 36 bps to reach a rate differential of 186 bps. The slight
edge of lower-income individuals refinancing before 2020 in terms of interest rate reductions
disappeared in 2020.
In columns 4, 5, and 6 of Table 3, we use dollar savings as the dependent variable, first
without borrower level controls and then with our full set of borrower level controls. In
column 6, we see that before 2020, borrowers in the top quintile of the income distribution
had $1,117.86 more in savings than comparable borrowers in the bottom quintile of the
income distribution. This difference in savings increases to $3,532.16 in 2020 (see Figure 3,
panel (b)).
We now describe average savings from refinancing on the entire portfolio of active mortgages,
incorporating both the probability of refinancing and actual savings conditional on refinancing. We define savings from refinancing on the entire portfolio as a continuous variable that
3

We retain a linear model for this part of the analysis (instead of a two-step model or a conditional-onpositive Tobit estimate) to emphasize its descriptive nature: linear models are best suited for comparing
means across different groups. Nevertheless, for robustness, we also consider a Tobit model. We find that
our results are very similar in all cases.
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takes the value of zero for all mortgages that were not refinanced, or the corresponding value
of savings from refinancing for mortgages that were refinanced.
Savings from refinancing, so defined over the entire portfolio, can be interpreted as a censored
dependent variable. Therefore, we follow two approaches to estimate how they change across
the income distribution. We estimate equation 1 as before. We also estimate a Tobit model
using the same equation as a latent linear index. The latter approach imposes functional
form assumptions to explicitly model savings as a variable censored at zero: a latent linear
index feeds into normal distribution censored at zero which is then estimated by maximum
likelihood. In contrast, the former takes a more agnostic approach describing changes in
average savings over a set of discrete categories, namely income quintiles before and after
2020. (Angrist and Pischke, 2008; Angrist, 2001). Our results are robust to these different
functional form assumptions.
Table 4 shows the results of estimating equation 1, as we gradually add control variables.
Columns 1 and 4 show the coefficients of interest without loan-level controls. The difference
in savings from refinancing between the top and bottom quintile of the income distribution
before 2020 amounts to $879 (or $1,690 when measured with a Tobit model4 ). During 2020,
the difference in refinancing activity between the bottom and top quintiles of the income
distribution increases to $2,288 (or $5,009 when measured with a Tobit model). However,
this change could be driven by changes in the composition of loans that became newly
in-the-money during the observation periods.
To address this possibility, we gradually add a rich set of control variables to assess the
sensitivity of our estimates. In columns 2 and 5 of Table 4 we add flexible controls for
borrower and loan attributes, namely dummy variables for FICO score bins, LTV bins, and
bins of loan age. We find that this basic set of controls explains 35 percent (36 percent) of
the difference in savings between the top and bottom quintile of the income distribution,
which now accounts for $453 ($1,087) when estimated with the ordinary least squates (OLS)
model (Tobit model).
Finally, in columns 3 and 6 we include two additional controls that largely capture the
potential savings from refinancing activity: baseline interest rate, and unpaid balance. Thus,
x1∗β
For the Tobit models, the savings gap expressed in dollar terms is calculated as ( x1∗β
σ ) + σ ∗ φ( σ ) −
x1∗β
( x1∗β
σ ) + σ ∗ φ( σ ), where , φ is the standard normal CDF/PDF, σ is the Tobit scale parameter, and x1 ∗ β
(x0 ∗ β) refers to regression coefficients evaluated at the baseline.
4
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columns 3 and 6 estimate the role of income on refinancing activity for individuals with the
same FICO score, loan age, LTV, unpaid balance, and interest rate. In column 3, with
OLS estimates, we find that the gap in refinancing activity between the top and bottom
quintiles of the income distribution is fully explained, and even changes sign to reach a
level of -$131. In column 6, with a Tobit model, we find consistent results. Our full set of
controls explains 77 percent of the difference in savings across the top and bottom quintiles
of the income distribution, leading to a final difference of $386. But, even among comparable
mortgages, the difference in savings from refinancing across the income distribution increased
significantly. In column 3, we see that the difference in savings accounts to $1,313 with our
OLS estimates, an eleven-fold increase from pre-2020 levels ((1,313 + 131)/131). Similarly,
in column 6, our Tobit estimates show that the difference in savings increased 9.8 times
(3,798/386).
Panel (a) of Figure 4 plots our estimates for savings from refinancing before and after the
pandemic by income quintile, controlling for changes in the composition in the pool of newly
in-the-money borrowers. We plot the coefficients βj and βj + wave2020 + φj from column 3
of Table 4 for each quintile after summing in both cases the prepayment rate in the omitted category (bottom quintile of the income distribution before 2020). Before 2020, savings
from refinancing were similar across the income distribution and even slightly lower for
higher-income individuals. However, in 2020, savings from refinancing increased substantially, especially in the upper segments of the income distribution. In the second quintile of
the income distribution, refinancing savings increased $358 from a base of $121. In the third
decile, savings increased $661 from a base of $111. The fourth quintile shows an increase
of $1051 from a base of $61. Finally, savings increased $1520 from a base of $5 in the top
quintile. Panel (b) shows the analogous results without controls.
Back-of-the-envelope calculations using our estimates for refinancing savings across the income distribution imply a gap in refinance savings of $5 billion between the top quintile of
the income distribution and the rest of the market. That is, if individuals in lower segments
of the income distribution (without controlling for observable characteristics) received the
same savings from refinancing as individuals in the top quintile of the income distribution,
they would capture an additional $5 billion in refinance savings.5
5

To calculate this number, we start from a market size of 30.9 million mortgages with fixed rates at
30 years maturity (American Housing Survey, with data as of 2017). We extrapolate our estimates for
average savings for mortgages that become newly in-the-money in each income quintile j (In M oney IQj )
and difference in refinance savings for each quintile j relative to the top quintile of the income distribution
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3.2

McDash Data

We now turn our analysis to the data from McDash Analytics. This is a standard data set
used in the literature. In principle it represents around 60 percent of the market (although
data quality issues lead us to drop several observations). While this dataset has certain
limitations, we use it for robustness and to provide external validity to our analysis. In
the McDash data, we observe only when a mortgage is prepaid, but we cannot distinguish
refinancing transactions from other types of prepayments. We thus proxy refinancing activity with prepayments and provide a variety of robustness tests to argue that our results
with McDash data are also driven by rate-refinances. Similarly, we do not observe income,
but instead use an estimate of monthly income based on debt-to-income ratios reported at
origination.
As before, to study the role of income on refinancing activity we regress a dummy variable
indicating whether or not a mortgage was prepaid on a rich set of loan level covariates, income
quintiles, and their interaction with a binary variable identifying observations corresponding
to the pandemic period.
Table 5 shows our main results from estimating equation 1. Column 1 shows the coefficients
of interest without any control variable. The difference in refinancing activity between the
top and bottom quintile of the income distribution before 2020 is 2.7 percentage points.
After 2020, the difference in refinancing activity between the bottom and top quintiles of the
income distribution increases to 7.4 percentage points (2.72 + 4.66). However, this change
could be driven by changes in the composition of loans across zip codes that became newly
in-the-money during the observation periods. To address this challenge, we gradually add
a rich set of control variables to assess the sensitivity of our estimates. In column 2 we
add zip code fixed effects flexible controls for borrower and loan attributes; namely dummy
variables for FICO score bins, LTV bins, and bins of loan age.6 Holding these characteristics
constant, we find that the gap in refinancing activity between the bottom and top quintiles of
the income distribution increased from 114 basis points (bps) to 554 bps. Finally, in column 3
we include original interest rates and unpaid balances in the set of control variables. Column
3 thus estimates the role of income on refinancing activity for individuals in the same zip
(Gap Qj5 ). To do so, we use the results for 2020 in column 1 of Table 4, also depicted in panel (b) of Figure
P4
4. Specifically, we apply the following formula j=1 30.4 ∗ 0.2 ∗ In M oney IQj ∗ Gap Qj5 = 4,964,017,020.
6
For credit score: 740+, [720,740), [680,720), [640,680),640-. For LTV: 95+, (90,95], (85,90], (80,85],
(75,80],(70,75], (60,70], ( 0,60]. For age: 1 year or less - , 1-2 years, 2-3 years, 3-5 years, 5-7 years, 7+ years.
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code, with the same FICO score, loan age,LTV, interest rates and unpaid balances (which
determine potential savings from refinancing). We find that the gap in refinancing activity
between the top and bottom quintiles of the income distribution increases from -44 bps
before 2020, to 832 bps during 2020 (-0.44 + 8.66).
Figure 5 plots our estimates for the levels of refinancing activity before and after the pandemic
by income quintile, after controlling for changes in the composition in the pool of newly inthe-money borrowers. We estimate equation 1 and plot the coefficients βj and βj +wave2020 +
φj for each quintile after summing in both cases the prepayment rate in the omitted category
(the bottom quintile of the income distribution before 2020). Refinancing activity increased
at all income levels compared with previous waves of large declines in interest rates. However,
refinancing activity in upper segments of the income distribution increased a lot more. In
the bottom quintile, refinancing activity increased 86 bps. It rose 255 bps in the second
quintile, 461 bps in the third quintile, 726 bps in the fourth quintile and 952 bps in the top
quintile. Throughout this paper, we focus on the difference in refinancing activity between
the top and bottom quintiles of the income distribution, as a summary measure of refinancing
inequality.
To show that this increase in inequality is not the result of pre-pandemic trends, in Appendix
B we study the refinancing income gap over the 15-month period before the pandemic, and
compare its magnitude with the refinancing income gap during 2020. We find that while
interest rates declined consistently from their 2018 peak, refinancing inequality did not follow
an upward trend. Instead, refinancing inequality increased sharply between February and
June 2020, leading to inequality levels 7.3 times higher than in the previous 15 months.
We investigate heterogeneities in the magnitude of increased inequality over time, by splitting
our sample based on FICO score, and on potential savings from refinancing. In Table 6, we
estimate our preferred specification (equation 1) splitting the sample across three selected
variables of interest. Columns 1 and 2 split the sample based on original interest rates.
Column 1 shows that for individuals with the higher original interest rates, the difference in
refinancing activity between the top and bottom quintile of the income distribution was 87
bps. But during the first few months of 2020, the refinancing income gap grew to 331 bps
(0.87 + 2.44). Individuals with lower interest rates also experienced an important increase
in the refinancing income gap from 87 bps to 507 bps, as shown in column 2. This increase
is larger than the increase in inequality experienced by individuals with the highest interest
rate incentives. Similarly, in columns 3 and 4, we split the sample based on unpaid balances.
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Column 3 shows that for individuals with balances above the median, the refinancing income
gap increased from 124 bps to 542 bps. For borrowers with balances below the median,
column 4 shows that the refinancing income gap increased from 68 bps, to 274 bps. Finally,
in columns 5 and 6 we split the sample by FICO score. For borrowers with FICO scores
greater than 740 shown in column 5, the refinancing income gap increased from 112 bps to
491 bps between 2020 and previous periods of similar interest rate declines. The increase is
comparable to the change experienced by borrowers with FICO scores below 740 shown in
column 6, whose refinancing income gap increased from 72 bps before the pandemic to 446
bps in the first months of 2020.

4

Intensity of the COVID-19 Pandemic and Refinancing
Activity

For the second component of our analysis we show that refinancing inequality is correlated
with the severity of the COVID-19 pandemic, at the local level. Our dataset consists of a
monthly panel that follows mortgage refinancing activity between February 2020 and July
2020. Specifically, we consider mortgages that were not in-the-money in February 2020
and became in-the-money in subsequent months until July 2020. For these mortgages we
consider monthly observations between the first month in which they turn in-the-money until
the month in which they are prepaid, along with a vector of variables tracking the impact
of COVID-19 at the county or state level. We use data from McDash Analytics due to its
broader market coverage.
To estimate the impact of the pandemic on the refinancing income gap, we estimate the
following equation:

yizct = αz + αt +

5
X

βj ∗ Income quintilejji +

j=2

+

5 X
5
X

5
X

γk ∗ Severity Qkizct−1

k=2

φjk ∗ Income quintileji ∗ Severity Qkizct−1 + δ ∗ Xit + izcgt

k=2 j=2
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(2)

where yizct indicates whether mortgage i in zip code z and county or state c was refinanced in
period t; Income quintile ji represents a set of dummy variables indicating whether mortgage
i belongs to income quintile j; Severity Qkizct−1 is a dummy variable indicating whether
mortgage i in zip code z in county or state c belongs to the quintile k of the distribution
of COVID-19 severity in month t − 1; and Xit is a vector of loan-level controls. To reflect
that refinancing applications take between 1 and 1.5 months to be processed, we use a one
month lag of the variables to measure the severity of the crisis. This way, the refinancing
activity after households increased their time at home in month t-1, is measured in month t.
This flexible specification allows us to identify non-linearities in the effect of the pandemic
on refinancing inequality.
The coefficient β5 represents the refinancing income gap in geographic area-months where
the pandemic had the least impact. The coefficient φ5k represents increases in the refinancing
income gap for mortgages in geography-months that lie on the jth quintile of the distribution
of COVID-19 severity, relative to those in the bottom quintile. Since we have zip code and
month fixed effects, the coefficients are identified by idiosyncratic variation in a particular
location over time, that is, variation specific to a particular geography after controlling for
aggregate time trends. Importantly, those aggregate time trends reflect the general worsening
of the pandemic. For example, our coefficients are identified by idiosyncratic severity of the
pandemic in New York, Houston, Florida, and other areas that became hot spots at different
times. The full set of coefficients is presented in Table C1. In the discussion that follows we
interpret the main coefficients of interest for the analysis.
Figure 6 shows the evolution of the refinancing income gap across the distribution of COVID19 severity using case rates as a direct measure of severity. Specifically, we plot the coefficients
β5 and β5 + φ5j for the bottom quintile of the distribution of COVID-19 case rates, and the
subsequent quintiles j=2 to 5 (black line). The refinancing income gap is -0.39 percentage
points in the bottom quintile of the distribution of COVID case rates and 1.59 percentage
points in the second quintile. As the severity of the pandemic increases, refinancing inequality
increases to 2.49 percentage points in the third quintile, 2.77 percentage points in the fourth
quintile, and 2.34 percentage points in the top quintile. The impact of the pandemic has a
slight inverse u-shape. The orange bars show the slope of the black line at different points of
the severity distribution (i.e., changes in the refinancing income gap as we move to countymonths where the pandemic hit the hardest: all differences are statistically significant). We
also plot the coefficients φ5j to show more explicitly the changes in refinancing inequality
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relative to the bottom quintile of the distribution of COVID-19 severity and their statistical
significance (blue bars). Overall, refinancing inequality increases by more than 700 percent
as we move from the least affected to the more affected county-months (increase of 2.76
percentage points from a base of -0.39 percentage points). Figure 6 is based on column 1 of
Table C1.
To explore the mechanisms behind the effect of COVID-19 case rates on refinancing inequality, we restrict our sample to mortgages in areas for which there is coverage of variables measuring time spent at home (county-month data), unemployment insurance claims
(county-month data), and the fraction of mortgages on forbearance (state-month data). We
reach 1.2 million mortgage-months. With this restricted sample, we re-estimate equation 2
four times, each time using COVID-19 case rates, forbearance rates, unemployment insurance claims and time spent at home as alternative measures of severity of the pandemic.7
The full set of coefficients is presented in columns 2,3,4, and 5 of Table C1. We plot and
interpret the coefficients of interest in Figure 7.
Figure 7 plots our estimates for the refinancing income gap across geography-months with
different levels of COVID-19 severity. The black line represents projected levels of the refinancing income gap in county-months that fall in different quintiles of the COVID-19
severity distribution. These correspond to β5 for the bottom quintile of COVID-19 severity and β5 + φ5j for quintiles j=2 to 5, respectively. As before, we can see a slight inverse
U-shape when we measure severity with case rates (panel (a)). The same shape is present
when we measure the severity of the pandemic time spent at home (panel (d)). Forbearance
has a sustained positive correlation with refinancing inequality (panel (b)). In contrast, unemployment insurance claims have small effects across the board (panel (c)). The blue bars
represent changes in the refinancing income gap relative to the bottom quintile of COVID-19
severity, as we move to higher quintiles of severity (that is φ5j with j=2 to 5, in equation
2). The largest increases in inequality result from moving from the bottom quintile to any
of the other quintiles. The effect from moving across contiguous quintiles is smaller. Figure
7 is based on columns 3,4 and 5 of Table C1.
We present a summary measure of COVID-19 severity as follows: we define geographymonths of low severity as those in the bottom quintile of the severity distribution and
7

For robustness, we also replicate the analysis with unemployment insurance claims measured at the statemonth level. This increases our observations to 2.3 million mortgage-months. The results are qualitatively
the same and are available from the authors upon request.
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geography-months of medium to high severity as those in quintiles 2,3,4 or 5 of the severity
distribution. We then re-estimate equation 2 four times, each with a different measure of
severity. Instead of using quintiles of severity as before, we use a binary measure for low
and medium-to-high severity. This binary variable takes the value of one when a mortgages
in a geography-month in quintiles 2,3,4, or 5 of the corresponding severity distribution and
zero otherwise. Figure 8 shows the refinancing income gap in geography-months of low or
medium-to-high severity, measured with four different variables. Forbearance, unemployment insurance claims and time spent at home can affect refinancing inequality for several
reasons, which we discuss in the next paragraphs.
Financial Hardship and Mortgages in Forbearance Several policies went into effect
during the first few months of 2020 to mitigate the impact of the pandemic. The Coronavirus
Aid, Relief, and Economic Security (CARES) Act offered up to 180 days of mortgage forbearance to individuals experiencing financial hardship due to the pandemic. Cherry et al.
(2021) show that lower-income individuals were more likely to face financial hardship and
request forbearance under the CARES Act than higher-income individuals. The second set
of bars in Figure 8, shows that increased forbearance rates (measured at the state-month
frequency) are correlated with large increases in refinancing inequality. In state-months with
low forbearance rates, the gap in refinancing activity between top and bottom income quintiles is 0.71 percentage points. In state-months of medium to high forbearance, refinancing
inequality reaches a level of 2.36 percentage points.
Initial Unemployment Insurance Claims It is well documented that the pandemic
led to unemployment across the United States. We explore the role of unemployment as
an additional mechanism behind the effect of the pandemic on refinancing inequality. The
data are at the county-month level. We find no significant effects of increases in unemployment insurance claims (see the third set of bars in Figure 8). One potential explanation is
that during the period of analysis unemployment insurance replacements rates were above
100 percent, meaning that the unemployed are eligible for benefits that exceed lost wages
(Ganong, Noel and Vavra, 2020).
Time Spent at Home During the pandemic, mobility decreased significantly as a result of
stay-at-home orders (Alexander and Karger, 2021), and because individuals took precautions
on their own initiative (Chetty et al., 2020). Individuals with positions that allow telework
(which had higher salaries to begin with (Adams-Prassl et al., 2020)) have been more likely
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to keep their job. Individuals with higher income also have reduced spending in activities
that require contact, and reduced their mobility more so than those with lower incomes
(Chen, Qian and Wen, 2020). This leaves the upper segment of the income distribution with
lower commuting times, fewer activities outside home, and a constant stream of income.
We argue that higher-income individuals, who are inherently better able to refinance their
properties, will have more free time during the pandemic, which could lead relatively more
of them to refinance their mortgages. In contrast, the experience of low income borrowers
staying at home due to unemployment, even if receiving unemployment insurance, can be
less conducive to refinancing, due to increases in stress and the perception of scarcity (Mani
et al., 2013). The last set of bars in Figure 8 shows that time spent at home is positively
correlated with refinancing inequality. In county-months with small increases in time spent
at home, the gap in refinancing activity between top and bottom income quintiles is 1.13
percentage points. In county-months of medium to high increases in time spent at home,
refinancing inequality reaches a level of 2.25 percentage points.
However, the measurements of time spent at home, unemployment insurance claims and
forbearance are coarse because information on these measures is aggregated at the county or
state level. This lack of granularity introduces measurement error at the individual level because local economic conditions may affect households within the same geography differently.
Further, these three variables are highly correlated and it is not clear where the influence of
one ends and the other begins. We thus interpret the effect of these three variables as reflecting one single shock to local economies and use these variables to measure how much of the
increases in refinancing inequality tied to the pandemic can be explained by the effect of the
pandemic on local economic conditions. We estimate equation 2 using COVID-19 case rates
as our main measure of COVID-19 severity and include time spent at home, forbearance,
and unemployment insurance claims as controls for local economic conditions.8
Figure 9 plots the results of estimating the effect of higher COVID-19 case rates with and
without controls for local economic conditions, using the restricted sample with full coverage
of local variables in both cases. Specifically, the blue and orange bars represent coefficients
φ5 j with and without controls for local economic conditions, respectively (corresponding
to estimates in columns 2 and 6 of Table C1, respectively). The set of controls for local
economic conditions explains about 40 percent of the increase in inequality for intermediate
8

Specifically, we include quintiles of time spent at home, forbearance and unemployment insurance claims
and their interactions with income quintiles.
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levels of case rates and up to 80 percent in county-months where the pandemic hit the
hardest. Going from the first to the second quintile of the distribution of case rates leads to
a 1.5 percentage point increase in the refinancing income gap, but this effect shrinks to 0.9
percentage points when we add controls for local economic conditions ((1.5-0.9)/1.6 = 0.39).
Similarly, going from the first to the top quintile of the distribution of case rates increases the
refinancing income gap by 1.5 percentage points, but this effect shrinks to an insignificant
0.4 percentage points when we add controls. This suggests that local economic conditions
explain 74 percent of the increases in inequality attribuTable to the pandemic ((1.5-0.4)/1.5
= 0.74).

5

The Application-Funding Process: Where Is the
Bottleneck for Low-Income Borrowers?

We have shown that increases in refinancing activity were concentrated among individuals
with higher income and that this result is attributable to the impact of the pandemic on
local economic conditions. To identify the stage of the application-funding process at which
low-income borrowers are left behind, we explore whether changes in refinancing inequality
were driven by a widening in the gap of funding rates of high- and low-income borrowers,
or by low representation of low-income borrowers in the pool of applications. Funding and
application decisions are equilibrium outcomes, but we argue that splitting the analysis this
way is useful: rejecting low-income borrowers because they have a poor credit profile, versus
failing to process their applications despite having a good credit profile, yields different policy
recommendations.
During the period of analysis, most lenders saw increases in the number of refinancing
applications received. Figure 10 shows the density distribution of lender-level growth rates
in the number of applications submitted to Freddie Mac’s LPA tool between the first six
months of 2020, and the first six months of 2019. The mode is close to 100 percent, implying
that, many lenders submitted twice as many applications to the LPA tool during the first
six months of 2020, compared with the first six months of 2019. The growth in applications
was unequal across lenders, with some experiencing increases of more than 700 percent and
others experiencing small decreases (mean of 145 percent, and standard deviation of 140
percent, from a base of about 2,000 applications per lender during the first six months of
2019).
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If lenders faced binding capacity constraints and could not process and fund applications
of all credit worthy borrowers, they could have prioritized applications of higher-income
individuals, either at the funding stage or at the application stage, because high-income borrowers tend to carry higher loan balances and are thus more profitable, from the perspective
of lenders.

5.1

Funding Rates

Lenders with the largest growth rates in applications, saw a small decrease in the number
of applications that were eventually funded (i.e., purchased) by Freddie Mac. Figure 11
shows the change in the percentage of applications eventually funded by Freddie Mac, across
the distribution of lender-level application-growth rates. Lenders in the bottom decile of
the distribution of application-growth rates experienced a 4.8 percentage point increase in
the fraction of applications eventually funded by Freddie Mac. In contrast, lenders in the
top decile of the distribution of application-growth rates experienced a 6 percentage point
decrease in the fraction of applications eventually funded. To interpret the magnitude of
these changes, we note that on average Freddie Mac funded about 25 percent of applications
submitted through the LPA tool during the first half of 2019.
If lenders cannot fund all applications, they may prioritize applications of high-income individuals (which are likely to be more profitable). To explore this hypothesis, we aggregate
the application-level data at the lender-by-income-quintile level. For each lender-by-incomequintile we calculate the change in funding rates between the first six months of 2019 and
the first six months of 2020. We first note that despite the large increase in applications,
funding rates remained relatively constant: the average change in the funding rate during
the period is -0.98 percentage points, from a basis of 25 percent. Then we explore whether
changes in funding rates were different across applicants with different income levels. In
column 1 of Table 7 we regress changes in funding rates between 2019 and 2020 on quintiles
of borrower income. During this period, the funding rate of borrowers in the bottom quintile
of the income distribution decreased by 0.37 percentage points. However, we do not find
any evidence suggesting that the funding-rate gap between high- and low-income borrowers
widened: all income quintile coefficients are small; only the coefficient for the top quintile
of the income distribution is statistically significant, and it is negative. For individuals in
the top quintile of the income distribution the funding rate decreased an average of 1.52
percentage points (-1.15 + -0.37), which is 1.15 percentage points larger than the reduction
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for borrowers in the bottom quintile of the income distribution. As noted before, 25 percent
of applications during this period were funded. Thus, the results of Table 7 suggest that
funding rates decreased slightly during the period, but there is no evidence suggesting that
the funding-rate gap between high- and low-income borrowers widened.
In column 2 of Table 7, we allow for the possibility that funding rates may have evolved
differently for lenders with large or moderate growth in applications. Specifically, we regress
changes in funding rates on lenders’ application growth rate. Consistent with Figure 7 we
find that growth in applications is negatively correlated with changes in funding rates. For
every 100 percent increase in application volume, lenders saw a 3.2 percentage point decrease
in funding rates, again from a base rate of 25 percent during the period. Finally, column
3 shows the interaction of lender-level growth rates and quintiles of applicant income. All
coefficients are negative and, we argue, small in magnitude. The interaction of growth
rates with high-income quintiles is negative and statistically significant. Among high-income
borrowers, application growth is correlated with larger decreases in funding rates, compared
with low-income borrowers. Specifically, a 100 percent increase in application growth is
correlated with a 1.24 percentage point decrease in the funding-rate gap between high- and
low-income borrowers. This is evidence against the hypothesis that refinancing inequality is
driven by lenders prioritizing the funding of applications of high-income borrowers due to
binding capacity constraints.
To describe changes in applications’ processing times across the income distribution, we
focus on applications eventually funded by Freddie Mac. Table 8 shows that, compared
with previous waves of low interest rates, applications have been processed slightly faster
during 2020 than before. Further, conditional on an application resulting in a loan funded by
Freddie Mac, income does not predict differences in processing times. In January 2019, it took
nearly the same time to process applications of borrowers in the bottom decile of the income
distribution (an average of 45 days) as it did to process applications of borrowers in the top
decile (44.2 days). In June 2020, applications of the lowest-income borrowers took about
the same time as before to process (44 days), and only applications of borrowers with the
highest income were slightly delayed (processing time of 48.9 days). This is evidence against
the hypothesis that refinancing inequality is driven by lenders prioritizing the processing of
applications of high-income borrowers over applications of low-income borrowers received in
the same period.
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5.2

Application Volume

We then calculate income deciles for the portfolio of active mortgages, and plot the distribution of applications across those deciles, for the 2019 and 2020 waves of analysis, as defined
above (see Figure 12). We find that, during 2020, 15.6 percent of mortgage refinancing applications come from borrowers with an income that places them in the top 10 percent of the
income distribution of Freddie Mac’s mortgage portfolio, and only 4.5 percent of applications
come from borrowers in the bottom decile of the income distribution. In contrast, during the
2019 refinancing wave, 11.8 percent of applications came from borrowers in the top decile of
the income distribution of Freddie Mac’s portfolio at the time, and 6.7 percent came from
borrowers in the bottom decile. This suggests that, while lower-income borrowers are generally under-represented in the pool of refinancing applications, the under-representation of
low-income borrowers at the application stage, was stronger in 2020 than in previous periods
of high refinancing activity.
There are several potential explanations for the larger underrepresentation of low income
borrowers in the pool of applications observed during 2020, relative to previous refinancing
waves. First, in the presence of capacity constraints, lenders may be prioritizing applications with high balances (which are more profitable), and since low-income borrowers tend
to carry lower balances, this may lead, implicitly, to increases in refinancing inequality. Second, lenders may be explicitly targeting high-income borrowers using income as a proxy for
unobservable effects of the pandemic on individual credit quality. Third, low-income borrowers may have private information about the impact of the pandemic on their credit quality
and may optimally not-apply because they know they will be rejected with a high probability. Fourth, low-income borrowers may exhibit behavioral biases or limited financial literacy
leading them to inaction (Keys, Pope and Pope, 2016; Agarwal et al., 2015), especially in
an environment of scarcity and stress Mani et al. (2013) like the first few months of the
pandemic. We analyze the plausibility of these explanations in light of our findings.
Our main results show that —after controlling for unpaid balances, FICO score, loan to
value, and a rich set of observable characteristics— high-income borrowers are refinancing
at a much higher rate than low-income borrowers with the same levels of unpaid balances
and with the same credit profile. This suggests that it is unlikely that the increases in
refinancing inequality can be explained in full by lenders soliciting only borrowers with high
balances: lenders observe the same set of characteristics that we include as controls in our
regressions. It also implies that there are low-income borrowers who didn’t refinance their
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mortgage but have otherwise identical credit profiles to high-income borrowers who refinance
their mortgages, suggesting that part of the missing mass of low-income borrowers in the
pool of applicants corresponds to borrowers with good credit profiles, in terms of observable
characteristics.
While income per se does not affect the profitability of a getting a loan, lenders may have
solicited applications from high-income borrowers, using income as a proxy for stability of
credit quality during the pandemic. Our COVID-19 analysis shows that refinancing inequality is not correlated with increases in unemployment insurance claims (and the corresponding difficulties to verify income), but is positively correlated with forbearance rates.
Indeed, forbearance is positively correlated with income: Cherry et al. (2021) show that
among borrowers in the bottom quartile of the income distribution, forbearance rates were
the highest, reaching almost 7 percent of borrowers in that income group.9 However, the
fraction of borrowers in forbearance pales in comparison to the more than 95 percent of
newly in-the-money borrowers in the bottom quintile of the income distribution who did not
refinance their mortgages. Furthermore, Cherry et al. (2021) also find that about 20 percent
of borrowers in forbearance continue making their payments which, in the context of our
findings, suggests that some borrowers in forbearance who continued making payments may
have been better-off refinancing their mortgage.10
As a result, we argue that if lenders used income as a proxy to screen applicants, income
turned out to be a coarse proxy that left out a large fraction of low-income borrowers that
would nevertheless be able to verify their income, who were not all in forbearance (or should
not have been in forbearance), and who likely retained a good credit quality during the
pandemic. For the same reasons, it is unlikely that the only explanation behind the underrepresentation of low-income borrowers in the pool of applications is that they optimally
failed to applied due to unemployment or forbearance status.
In contrast, limited financial literacy and limited awareness of market conditions and policy rules could disproportionately discourage low-income borrowers from applying: for them
knowing the detailed rules of policies like the CARES Act, the trade-offs between forbearance and refinancing, and the magnitude of their potential savings from refinancing, is all the
more relevant. In addition, while present bias and other features of consumer preferences are
9

See panel a) of Figure A6 in Cherry et al. (2021).
In addition, as per the CARES Act, borrowers are eligible to refinance their loans upon exiting forbearance, after making three consecutive payments on time.
10
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unlikely to be affected by the pandemic, changes in the environment may have triggered a
scarcity mindset as discussed by Civai et al. (2021) and Goldsmith, Griskevicius and Hamilton (2020). In turn, the scarcity mindset can interact with pre-existing behavioral biases
and further exacerbate inaction (Mani et al., 2013; Mullainathan and Shafir, 2013a).11
Overall, our results suggest that, conditional on applying, the processing and funding of
applications from low-income borrowers was not differentially affected by the pandemic.
Instead, low-income borrowers are under-represented in the pool of applications partly due
to their forbearance status and partly due to the coarseness of income as a proxy for credit
quality, but also due to borrowers’ behavioral limitations.

6

Alternative Explanations, Robustness, and Extensions

6.1

Determinants of Refinancing Activity

Our main analysis is based on mortgages for which the option to refinance is in-the-money,
according to the model for optimal refinancing of Agarwal, Driscoll and Laibson (2013).
This model takes into account that individuals may not hold their loans to maturity and
instead have a positive probability of prepaying their loans at any point. Here, we explore
the possibility that borrowers across the income distribution differ in their prepayment risk,
and thus may be incorrectly classified as in-the-money.
Moving Patterns Across the Income Distribution The prospect of moving to a new
home is one determinant behind the decision to refinance a mortgage: individuals who expect
to move sooner have less of an incentive to refinance, holding everything else constant. We
explore the possibility that increases in refinancing inequality during the first half of 2020
were driven by differences across the income distribution in the probability of moving to
a new house. We test the hypothesis that low-income individuals would be more likely
to move because of a negative shock to local economic conditions. Using the matched
transactions data from Freddie Mac, we compare the probability of prepaying an existing
mortgage and then buying a new home, across the income distribution and over time (for
the five waves of low interest rates considered in the main analysis). Figure 13 shows that,
11

Previous work has shown that when individuals don’t have enough resources to cover their needs, they
use a significant amount of mental energy making every day decisions. This leads to a depletion of cognitive
and executive functions which in turn can exacerbate present bias and the tendency to procrastinate, as
discussed with detail in Mullainathan and Shafir (2013b).
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on average, the probability of prepaying to buy a new home in periods of low interest rate
before 2020 was 0.93 percent for borrowers in the bottom quintile of the income distribution.
This probability decreases slightly, by 0.19 percentage points during the first half of 2020.
Similarly, for borrowers in the top quintile of the income distribution, the probability of
prepaying an existing mortgage to buy a new home before 2020 was 1.27 percent. During
2020, the probability that this group would prepay their mortgage to buy a new home
decreased 0.15 percentage points. Therefore, the difference over time in new purchases is
about the same across the income distribution. In fact, the probability that high-income
borrowers will prepay an existing mortgage to buy a new home is slightly smaller than
for borrowers in other income groups. We thus conclude that the increases in refinancing
inequality are unlikely to be driven by moving patterns across the income distribution and
over time.
Delinquency Patterns Across the Income Distribution Another reason why lowincome borrowers did not increase their refinancing activity at the same rate as high-income
borrowers could be that low-income borrowers experienced a more than proportional increase
in default rates during the period of analysis. For a refinancing transaction to make sense,
borrowers need to retain their loans for a sufficiently long period of time. For individuals with
a high probability of default, refinancing may not be optimal even if interest rate differentials
suggest so. To explore this possibility, we compare trends in delinquency for borrowers in the
top and bottom quintiles of the income distribution. Figure 14 shows the evolution of the
fraction of newly in-the-money mortgages delinquent at any point during the corresponding
refinancing waves considered in the analysis. Compared with periods of low interest rates
before 2020, during the first few months of 2020 individuals in the bottom quintile of the
income distribution increased the probability of delinquency by 3.06 percentage points, from
a base of 4.34 percent. During the same period, individuals in the top quintile of the income
distribution increased their probability of delinquency by 4.90 percentage points from a
basis of 1.87 percent. Thus, while low-income borrowers generally have higher probabilities
of delinquency, changes in delinquency patterns across the income distribution and over time
cannot explain the sharp increases in refinancing inequality during the first few months of
the pandemic. If anything, high-income borrowers with newly in-the-money mortgages are
increasing their delinquency probabilities at a higher rate than low-income borrowers.12
12
In contrast to An et al. (2021) who study all active mortgages in the market, we focus only on mortgages
that became in-the-money, according to the definition of Agarwal, Driscoll and Laibson (2013) during the
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6.2

McDash Prepayments

Our McDash dataset comprises the portfolio of active mortgages handled by mortgage servicers that report to McDash. For all active mortgages in the portfolio, we observe when a
mortgage is prepaid. However, we cannot distinguish whether a mortgage was refinanced or
liquidated as part of a sell-and-buy transaction. We argue that our results using the McDash
dataset are driven by refinancing transactions and not by sell-and-buy transactions. The fact
that our results are even stronger in the matched-transaction dataset gives us confidence that
our McDash results are capturing refinancing activity. Nevertheless, in this section we provide a battery of robustness tests to support our use of prepayments in the McDash analysis
as a valid proxy for refinancing transactions.
As discussed in several industry reports, the spike in mortgage originations in early 2020
was driven by refinancing activity, and not by home purchases. Haughwout et al. (2020) for
example, shows that refinances accounted for more than $600 billion, out of a total mortgage
origination volume of $846 billion in the second quarter of 2020. Similarly, the August 2020
report of Urban Institute (2020) shows that, “with rates at historic lows the refinance share
[at issuance] is very high; GSE’s are in the 71 to 75 percent range."
But perhaps the relationship between prepayment and income observed in our data arises
from higher-income individuals buying houses in areas with lower exposure to the pandemic.
To investigate this possibility, we perform three complementary tests.
For the first two, we study new originations during the observation period. We first plot
the distribution of new originations by loan purpose across the income distribution and
over time. Panel (a) of Figure 15 shows that during 2020 refinancing activity was stonger
among individuals in the top segments of the income distribution. Panel (b) shows that,
in contrast, new purchases in 2020 are fewer and are not more concentrated than before
in the top segments of the income distribution. Appendix D presents a break-down by
type of refinance, including rate refinances, cash-out refinances, and other (unclassified)
refinances.
Then we study the geographic distribution of high prepayment rates and high levels of
mortgages originated for new purchases. Figure 16 shows that the counties with a higher rate
of prepayment activity did not necessarily have a higher rate of new home purchases.
first months of 2020 by studying whether our results about refinancing inequality are driven by differences
in prepayment across the income distribution for mortgages that we classify as being in-the-money.
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6.3

Cash-Out Refinances

Finally, we pay special attention to cash-out refinances, by which borrowers extract equity
from their houses when refinancing. Specifically, we estimate our main equation 1 with
the matched transaction database by using cash-refinances, instead of rate-refinances as our
dependent variable. Table 9 presents the results. Before 2020, higher-income individuals
generally had a slightly higher probability of taking a cash-out refinance, compared with
borrowers in the bottom quintile of the income distribution (the bottom quintile refinanced
at a rate of 1.13 percent, whereas the top quintile refinanced at a rate of 1.16 percent). During
2020, this relationship remained mostly unchanged, with a slight decrease in the cash-out
refinancing income gap; that is, in 2020 individuals in the bottom quintile increased their
refinancing activity by 0.9 percentage points, whereas individuals in the top quintile of the
income distribution increased their refinancing rate only by 0.7 percentage points (0.009
minus 0.002). We thus conclude that our McDash results based on prepayments are unlikely
to be driven by cash-out refinances.

7

Final Comments

In this paper we introduce the concept of refinancing inequality, by which we refer to differences in refinancing activity across the income distribution. We use the refinancing income
gap, defined as the difference in refinancing activity between the top and bottom quintiles of
the income distribution, as a summary measure to describe refinancing inequality over time,
and as the severity of the pandemic increased.
We find that during the COVID-19 pandemic, refinancing inequality increased considerably.
Further, increases in refinancing inequality track the severity of the pandemic: increases
in the severity of the pandemic are correlated with significant increases in the refinancing
income gap. To produce this result, we estimate the refinancing income gap within zip code
and including month fixed effects, thus exploiting idiosyncratic variation in the severity of
the pandemic that is specific to a geography, after controlling for aggregate time trends.
We find that, when jointly considered, reductions in mobility, unemployment insurance and
forbearance explain up to 74% increases in refinancing inequality associated with the pandemic.
We also investigate the stage of the application-funding process at which low-income borrowers are left behind. We find that while there is a negative correlation between the volume
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of applications received by lenders and the percentage of applications eventually funded,
this feature of lender behavior is not correlated with income; that is, the impact of highapplication volume on the funding rate of lower-income borrowers is not different from the
impact of high-application volume on the funding rate of higher-income borrowers. In contrast, we find that low-income borrowers are significantly under-represented in the pool of
applications processed by lenders.
Our results suggest that low-income borrowers are falling behind high-income borrowers
with comparable mortgage balances and observable credit quality in the early stages of the
application-funding process. We argue this results from a variety of factors, including lenders
soliciting applications of high income borrowers as a coarse proxy for unobserved credit
quality, as well as low-income borrowers failing to apply due to limited financial literacy, a
behavioral tendency to inaction, and to a lesser extent their forbearance status.
These findings have implications for the evolution of wealth inequality for several reasons.
First, differences in refinancing activity and in interest rates conditional on refinancing have
led to a $5 billion gap in savings between the top quintile of the income distribution and the
rest of the market. Second, expansionary monetary policy tends to have redistributive consequences through its effect on inflation, which has different impacts on individuals depending
on their asset holdings (net borrowers or net lenders): the wealth of higher-income individuals tends to be negatively affected by inflation. We find that the pandemic counteracted
the stabilizing effect that expansionary monetary policy is thought to have on inequality,
since its impact on local economic conditions had a disproportionate effect on the ability of
lower-income individuals to appropriate savings from refinancing.
Our results also have implications for the effectiveness of monetary policy, because mortgage
refinancing is one of the main channels through which monetary policy increases individual
spending. To the extent that higher-income individuals have a lower propensity to consume
and a greater propensity to save, the effectiveness of monetary policy will be hindered.
Finally, our results suggest that there is room for targeted policies that promote refinancing
activity of low-income borrowers in the early stages of the application-funding process, such
as incentives for lenders to deliver loans to borrowers that meet a target profile, financial
education efforts, and automation of refinancing processes to bypass the effects of behavioral
biases.
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Figures and Tables
Figure 1: Evolution of Interest Rates and Refinancing Activity (2014–2020)

Note: This figure shows the evolution of mortgage interest rates and refinancing activity over time between
2014 and 2020. The left axis shows the 30-year fixed rate mortgage from the Primary Mortgage Market
Survey (PMMS). The right axis shows the Mortgage Bankers Association (MBA) refinancing index, which
takes the value of one on March 18, 1990. The highlighted periods correspond to five-month windows with
the largest declines in interest rates and define five refinancing waves. The 2015 wave corresponds to
October 2014 to February 2015, the 2016 wave corresponds to May 2016 to September 2016, the 2017 wave
corresponds to May 2017 to September 2017, the 2019 wave corresponds to May 2019 to September 2017,
and the 2020 wave corresponds to February 2020 to June 2020.
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Figure 2: Refinancing Income Gap Before and During 2020, Estimated with Different Sets
of Control Variables (OLS model)

Note: The refinancing income gap is defined as the difference in refinancing activity between the top and
bottom quintiles of the income distribution. It is represented by β5 before 2020, and by β5 + φ5 during
2020, based on the coefficients that result from estimating equation 1 with different sets of control
variables, using data from Freddie Mac.
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Figure 3: Savings from Refinancing Conditional on Refinancing, by Income Quintile, Before
and During 2020 (full set of controls)
(a) Interest rate reductions (bps)

(b) Dollar savings

Note: Savings are projected based on the coefficients in column 3 of Table 3 using data from Freddie Mac.
The omitted category captures refinancing levels in the bottom quintile of the income distribution before
2020. The coefficients are estimated with the full set of control variables, and as a result, the projection
holds control characteristics fixed at the levels observed on individuals in the bottom quintile of the income
distribution.
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Figure 4: Savings from Refinancing for the Entire Portfolio, by Income Quintile, Before
and During 2020
(a) Model with full set of control variables

(b) Model without control variables

Note: Savings are projected based on the coefficients of Table 4 using data from Freddie Mac. The omitted
category captures refinancing levels in the bottom quintile of the income distribution before 2020. The
projections in panel (a) are based on coefficients estimated with the full set of control variables, and as a
result, the projection holds control characteristics fixed at the levels observed on individuals in the bottom
quintile of the income distribution. The projections in panel (b) are based on coefficients without controls.
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Figure 5: Refinancing Activity by Income Quintile: Estimates with Full Set of Control
Variables (McDash data)

Note: Refinancing activity is projected based on the coefficients in column 3 of Table 5, using data from
McDash. The omitted category represents refinancing levels in the bottom quintile of the income
distribution before 2020. The coefficients are estimated with the full set of control variables, and as a
result, the projections hold control characteristics fixed at the levels observed on individuals in the bottom
quintile of the income distribution.
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Figure 6: Estimates of the Refinancing Income Gap Across the Distribution of COVID-19
Case Rates (levels and changes relative to the bottom quintile of the distribution of case
rates)

Note: The black line represents (levels of) the refinancing income gap in county-months that fall in
different quintiles of the COVID-19 case rate distribution. The refinancing income gap is defined as the
difference in refinancing activity between the top and bottom quintiles of the income distribution. For
mortgages in county-months in the bottom quintile of the COVID-19 case rate distribution, the refinancing
income gap is represented by β5 . For mortgages in county-months in quintiles k = 2 − 5 of the COVID-19
case rate distribution, the refinancing income gap is represented by β5 + φ5k . Where β5 and φ5k result from
estimating equation 2. The blue bars represent changes in the refinancing income gap relative to the
bottom quintile of COVID-19 case rates, captured by φ5k . The orange bars represent increments in the
refinancing income gap relative to the previous quintile of COVID-19 severity (that is, the slope of the
black line). This graph is based in the coefficients presented in Table C1, using data from McDash.
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Figure 7: Refinancing Income Gap Across County-Months With Different Levels of
COVID-19 severity

Note: COVID-19 severity is measured separately in each panel with four measures: case rates, forbearance,
unemployment insurance (UI) claims and time spent at home. The black line represents projected levels of
the refinancing income gap in geography-months that fall in different quintiles of the COVID-19 case rate
distribution. The refinancing income gap is defined as the difference in refinancing activity between the top
and bottom quintiles of the income distribution. For mortgages in county-months in the bottom quintile of
the COVID-19 severity distribution, the refinancing income gap is represented by β5 . For mortgages in
geography-months in quintiles k =2 to 5 of the COVID-19 severity distribution, the refinancing income gap
is represented by β5 + φ5k . Where β5 and φ5k result from estimating equation 2 with the corresponding
measure of COVID-19 severity. The blue bars represent changes in the refinancing income gap relative to
the bottom quintile of COVID-19 severity, captured by φ5k . Sample is restricted to observations for which
all severity measures have coverage. This graph is based in the coefficients presented in Table C1, using
data from McDash.
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Figure 8: Impact of Local Economic Conditions on the Refinancing Income Gap (summary)

Note: The refinancing income gap is defined as the difference in refinancing activity between the top and
bottom quintiles of the income distribution. The impact of the pandemic on different measures of local
economic conditions is estimated separately in four independent regressions, using one of four measures of
COVID-19 severity: COVID-19 case rates, forbearance rates, initial unemployment insurance claims and
time spent at home. Geography-months are split into quintiles of Severity, as measured with each of these
four proxies. Low severity corresponds to the bottom quintile, medium to high severity corresponds to
quintiles 2 to 5 of the corresponding severity distribution. Sample is restricted to observations for which all
severity measures have coverage. All differences between low and medium to high severity estimates are
statistically significant at standard levels, except when severity is measured with unemployment insurance
(UI) claims. This graph is based in the coefficients presented in Table C1, using data from McDash.
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Figure 9: Changes in the Refinancing Income Gap Across the Distribution of COVID-19
Case Rates (restricted sample with full coverage of controls for local economic conditions)

Note: The refinancing income gap is defined as the difference in refinancing activity between the top and
bottom quintiles of the income distribution. Changes in the refinancing income gap between the bottom
and kth quintile of the COVID-19 case-rate distribution is represented by φ5k . The blue bars are based on
the estimates in column 2 of Table C1, using data from McDash. The orange bars are based on the
estimates in column 3 of the same table. The gray line plots the difference between the estimates with and
without controls, as a percentage of the estimate without controls.

Figure 10: Lender-Level Growth Rates in Number of Applications: First Half of 2020 vs
First Half of 2019 (density)

Note: The figure shows the distribution of the lender level growth rates in applications submitted to Freddie
Mac’s Loan Product Advisor tool, between the first six months of 2020 and the first six months of 2019.
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Figure 11: Change in Funding Rates by Decile of Lender-Level Growth Rate in
Applications: First Half of 2020 vs First Half of 2019 (density)

Note: The figure shows the change in the fraction of applications funded by Freddie Mac for lenders with
different growth rates in applications. Changes and growth rates are calculated between the first six
months of 2020 and the first six months of 2019.

Figure 12: Refinance Applications by Income Group

Note: This figure shows the fraction of refinancing applications submitted through Freddie Mac’s Loan
Product Advisor tool, that fall in each income group. We define ten income groups, based on the deciles of
the income distribution observed in Freddie Mac’s portfolio of active mortgages. The analysis is presented
for the 2019 and 2020 waves of refinancing activity defined in Figure 1.
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Figure 13: Probability of Prepaying an Existing Mortgage and Buying a New Home, Over
Time and Across the Income Distribution

Note: This figure considers observations from mortgages in the matched transactions database of Freddie
Mac, that became newly in-the-money during the five waves of low interest rates considered in the analysis.
The figure shows the probability that a borrower prepays a mortgage and enters a new mortgage property
for a new purchase within 45 days. Probabilities are weighted to match prepayment rates in every wave
and income quintile. The orange bars consider observations corresponding to periods of low interest rates
in 2014, 2015, 2016, and 2019. The blue bars consider observations corresponding to 2020.
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Figure 14: Probability of Delinquency, Over Time and Across the Income Distribution

Note: This figure considers observations from mortgages in the matched transactions database of Freddie
Mac, that became newly in-the-money during the five waves of low interest rates considered in the analysis.
The figure shows the probability of delinquency across the income distribution and over time. A mortgage
is flagged as delinquent if it is delinquent at any point during the five-month window that defines each
refinancing wave. The orange bars consider observations corresponding to periods of low interest rates in
2014, 2015, 2016, and 2019. The blue bars consider observations corresponding to 2020.
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Figure 15: New Originations by Income Decile and Loan Purpose, Over Time
(a) Fraction of new originations that are refinances

(b) Fraction of new originations that are new
purchases

Note: This figure is based on McDash data. It plots the distribution of new originations by loan purpose
across the income distribution and over time. The fractions in this figure sum to 100 across all income
deciles, loan purposes, and periods.
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Figure 16: Geographic Distribution of Prepayment and Purchase Rates, by County.
(a) Prepayment rate by county (all mortgages)

(b) Purchase rate by county (all mortgages)

(c) Prepayment rate by county (Top income quintile) (d) Purchase rate by county (Top income quintile)

Note: This figure is based on McDash data and corresponds to the refinancing wave of 2020. It plots the
geographic distribution of prepayments and purchase rates at the county level. Panels (a) and (b) consider
all mortgages across the income distribution. Panels (c) and (d) consider only mortgages in the top quintile
of the income distribution.
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54
16.59

8.68

54
10.36
45.94
0.30
20.01
125.17
5.56
0.26

St. Dev.

3.92

7.30

1,095,038

727
4.86
68.49
5.14
52.52
225.77
10.39
1.51

Mean

Before 2020

50
6.94
46.05
0.22
21.00
141.61
6.40
0.22

St. Dev.

7.31

15.16

680,882

738
4.73
56.86
4.68
59.48
248.97
11.85
1.51

Mean

During 2020

Mc Dash Data

Note: This table presents descriptive statistics for the main variables considered in the analysis. The left panel corresponds to mortgages in the
portfolio of Freddie Mac. The right panel corresponds to mortgages reported to McDash. In both cases, we include mortgages active at the beginning of each refinancing wave and newly in-the-money. We say that a mortgage is newly in-the-money during a refinancing wave when it was
not in-the-money at the beginning of the refinancing wave but becomes in-the-money during the corresponding refinancing wave. We say that
a mortgage is in-the-money when it satisfies the conditions outlined in Agarwal, Driscoll and Laibson (2013). For Freddie Mac data, income
corresponds to the income reported at origination. For McDash data, income is estimated from debt-to-income ratios reported at origination.
Potential savings are defined as the present value over the expected life of the loan of the difference in outflows calculated with the original
interest rate of each loan and the Primary Mortgage Market Survey (PMMS) rate at the end of the corresponding period. The expected life
of the mortgage is parametrized as in Agarwal, Driscoll and Laibson (2013). Rate incentive is defined as the difference between the original
interest rate of each loan and the PMMS rate at the end of the corresponding refinancing wave. pp = percentage points. LTV = loan to value.

20.14

9.03

49
4.79
52.20
0.77
18.94
116.79
6.34
0.77

St. Dev.

1,351,845

743
7.65
58.55
4.39
77.73
202.74
5.19
1.26

Mean

During 2020

2,041,992

52
4.75
49.89
0.93
20.54
110.95
6.21
0.95

FICO score
740
Income (monthly, thousands)
7.35
Loan Age (months)
55.41
Interest Rate (%)
4.58
LTV (%)
77.32
Unpaid Balance (thousands USD)
188.66
Potential Savings (thousands USD) 1.97
Rate Incentive (pp)
1.02

Number of newly in the money
mortgages
% of active mortgages
that became newly in the money
during each wave
% of newly in the money
mortgages that were prepaid
during the period

St. Dev.

Mean

Before 2020

Freddie Mac Data

Table 1: Descriptive Statistics of Newly in the Money Mortgages before and during 2020

Table 2: Refinancing Inequality Before and During 2020: Probability of Refinancing
(percentage points)

Income quintile 2
Income quintile 3
Income quintile 4
Income quintile 5
Wave2020
Income quintile 2:Wave2020
Income quintile 3:Wave2020
Income quintile 4:Wave2020
Income quintile 5:Wave2020

(1)

(2)

(3)

1.59***
(0.07)
3.07***
(0.08)
4.70***
(0.1)
6.73***
(0.13)
4.80***
(0.13)
2.61***
(0.19)
4.04***
(0.2)
5.35***
(0.21)
5.74***
(0.23)
1.14

-0.1
(0.1)
0.2***
(0.1)
0.9***
(0.1)
2.3***
(0.1)
0.9***
(0.1)
2.4***
(0.2)
4.4***
(0.2)
6.4***
(0.2)
7.4***
(0.2)
1.14

0.07
(0.07)
0.05
(0.08)
0.11
(0.1)
0.42***
(0.12)
1.23***
(0.11)
1.88***
(0.17)
3.36***
(0.18)
4.94***
(0.2)
5.56***
(0.22)
1.14

Yes
Yes
No
3,002,394
0.141
26.4 (df = 2974421)

Yes
Yes
Yes
3,002,394
0.14
26.30 (df = 2974411)

Mean of the dep. var. (weighted)bottom income quintile before 2020
Zip Code Fixed Effect
No
Borrower Controls in Regression
No
UPB and original interest rate
No
Observations
3002394
R2
0.04
Residual Std. Error
27.73 (df = 3002384)

Note: This table presents the results of estimating equation 1 with data from Freddie Mac. We consider
observations that were prepaid and matched to a new rate-refinancing loan during the period of analysis.
The dependent variable is a dummy variable that takes the value of one when a mortgage goes through
a rate refinancing transaction, and zero otherwise. The full list of control variables is as follows: zip
code fixed effects, loan age, FICO score, loan to value, original interest rate, and unpaid balance (UPB)
(continuous variables are split into discrete categories and controlled for as dummies). Income quintile
1 is the lowest income quintile.

55

56
Yes
Yes
No
76,955

No
No
No
76,955
0.12
0.91 (df = 76945)
0.84 (df = 76928)

-0.16***
(0.01)
-0.25***
(0.01)
-0.32***
(0.01)
-0.37***
(0.01)
0.07***
(0.01)
0.06***
(0.01)
0.07***
(0.01)
0.10***
(0.01)
0.10***
(0.01)
1.66

-0.26***
(0.01)
-0.40***
(0.01)
-0.53***
(0.01)
-0.62***
(0.01)
-0.11***
(0.01)
0.12***
(0.01)
0.18***
(0.01)
0.25***
(0.01)
0.28***
(0.01)
1.66

(2)
Rate difference (pp)

Yes
Yes
Yes
76,955
0.55
0.71 (df = 63340)

-0.12***
(0.01)
-0.14***
(0.01)
-0.17***
(0.01)
-0.16***
(0.01)
0.16***
(0.01)
0.13***
(0.01)
0.16***
(0.01)
0.19***
(0.01)
0.20***
(0.01)
1.66

(3)
Rate difference (pp)

No
No
No
76,955
0.25
10,469.84 (df = 76945)

1,621.93***
(57.32)
3,207.19***
(62.44)
4,551.42***
(65.28)
6,362.34***
(72.56)
2,326.31***
(63.41)
274.25***
(90.58)
386.59***
(92.42)
644.15***
(94.58)
1,061.15***
(104.31)
2,898

(4)
Savings ($)

10(df = 76928)

Yes
Yes
No
76,955

1,077***
(99)
2,302***
(96)
3,354***
(94)
4,906***
(93)
990***
(111)
598***
(137)
995***
(132)
1,515***
(129)
2,133***
(126)
2,898

(5)
Savings ($)

Yes
Yes
Yes
76,955
0.54
9,044.82 (df = 63340)

604.26***
(65.53)
722.41***
(67.87)
762.02***
(73.98)
1,117.86***
(83.6)
2,485.52***
(85.63)
524.13***
(99.97)
989.87***
(101.24)
1,548.78***
(105.47)
2,414.30***
(116.47)
2,898

(6)
Savings ($)

Notes: This table presents the results of estimating equation 1 with data from Freddie Mac. We consider observations that were prepaid
and matched to a new rate-refinancing loan during the period of analysis. For columns 1, 2, and 3, the dependent variable is defined as the
difference between interest rates of the old (refinanced) and new (refinancing) loans. For columns 4, 5, and 6, the dependent variable takes
the value of the dollar savings from refinancing, as defined in Agarwal, Driscoll and Laibson (2013). The full list of control variables is as
follows: zip code fixed effects, loan age, FICO score, loan to value, original interest rate, and unpaid balance (UPB) (continuous variables
are split into discrete categories and controlled for as dummies). Income quintile 1 is the lowest income quintile. pp = percentage points.

Mean of the dep var (weighted)bottom income quintile before 2020
Zip Fixed Effect
Borrower Controls in Regression
UPB and original interest rate
Observations
R2
Residual Std. Error

Income quintile 5:Wave2020

Income quintile 4:Wave2020

Income quintile 3:Wave2020

Income quintile 2:Wave2020

Wave2020

Income quintile 5

Income quintile 4

Income quintile 3

Income quintile 2

(1)
Rate difference (pp)

Table 3: Refinancing Inequality Before and During 2020: Savings Conditional on Refinancing

57

989***
(12)
1,409***
(12)

Income quintile 4:Wave 2020

Income quintile 5:Wave 2020

1,573***
(12)

1,089***
(12)

663***
-12

3 (df = 3002358)
8,905*** (df = 35; 3002358)

Yes
Yes
Low income pre-2020
136
-131
1,313
3,002,394

OLS

1,444***
(12)

975***
(12)

585***
-12

282***
(12)

76***
(9)

-131***
(8)

-75***
(8)

-25***
(8)

5
(7)

Tobit
15,334
No
No
Low income pre-2020
3,114
1,690
5,009
3,002,394
-2,237,309

3,075***
(96)

2,713***
(98)

2,172***
-100

1,428***
(104)

4,602***
(79)

8,135***
(66)

6,423***
(67)

4,637***
(69)

2,793***
(71)

Dep. Var. Realized Refi Savings ($US)
(3)
(4)
(5)

Tobit
14,712
Yes
No
Low income pre-2020
3,114
1,087
5,073
3,002,394
-2,195,549

4,969***
(94)

4,085***
(96)

2,961***
-98

1,657***
(102)

1,159***
(79)

4,277***
(66)

3,283***
(67)

2,293***
(68)

1,362***
(69)

(6)

Tobit
14,505
Yes
Yes
Low income pre-2020
3,114
386
3,798
3,002,394
-2,188,227

4,245***
(96)

3,377***
(96)

2,338***
-98

1,260***
(100)

1,528***
(80)

1,494***
(71)

1,534***
(70)

1,360***
(68)

1,138***
(69)

Notes: This table the results of estimating equation 1 or a Tobit model using equation 1 as the linear index, with data from Freddie Mac. We consider observations that were not prepaid during the period of analysis or were prepaid and matched to a new raterefinancing loan. Matched prepayments are weighted by the inverse of the probability of a match. When a mortgage is refinanced,
the dependent variable takes the value of the dollar savings from refinancing according to the formula of Agarwal, Driscoll and Laibson (2013). When a mortgage is not refinanced, the dependet variable takes the value of zero. The full list of control variables is
as follows: zip code fixed effects, loan age, FICO score, loan to value (LTV), original interest rate, and unpaid balance (UPB) (continuous variables are split into discrete categories and controlled for as dummies). Income quintile 1 is the lowest income quintile.

3 (df = 3002367)
9,963*** (df = 26; 3002367)

629***
-12

Income quintile 3:Wave 2020

298***
(12)

3 (df = 3002384)
19,106*** (df = 9; 3002384)

320***
(12)

Income quintile 2:Wave 2020

-75***
(9)

Yes
No
Low income pre-2020
136
453
2,026
3,002,394

290***
(9)

Wave 2020

453***
(8)

No
No
Low income pre-2020
136
879
2,288
3,002,394

879***
(7)

Income quintile 5

231***
(8)

OLS

572***
(7)

Income quintile 4

103***
(7)

14*
(7)

(2)

OLS

350***
(7)

Income quintile 3

Model
Tobit scale
Borrower Controls (FICO, LTV, Loan Age)
Original Rate and UPB
Omitted group
Savings for omitted group (dollars)
Savings gap before 2020
Savings gap in 2020
Observations
Log Likelihood
Residual Std. Error
F Statistic

161***
(7)

Income quintile 2

(1)

Table 4: Savings from Refinancing for the Entire Portfolio, Across the Income Distribution, Before and During 2020

Table 5: Refinancing Inequality Before and During 2020: Probability of Refinancing
(percentage points)
(1)

(2)

(3)

Income quintile 2

∗∗∗

0.42
(0.06)

−0.18
(0.06)

−0.11∗
(0.06)

Income quintile 3

1.24∗∗∗
(0.06)

0.08
(0.06)

−0.09
(0.06)

Income quintile 4

1.97∗∗∗
(0.06)

0.39∗∗∗
(0.07)

−0.56∗∗∗
(0.07)

Income quintile 5

2.72∗∗∗
(0.07)

1.14∗∗∗
(0.07)

−0.44∗∗∗
(0.08)

Wave 2020

0.52∗∗∗
(0.08)

−0.90∗∗∗
(0.08)

0.86∗∗∗
(0.09)

Income quintile 2:Wave 2020

1.28∗∗∗
(0.10)

1.02∗∗∗
(0.11)

1.69∗∗∗
(0.11)

Income quintile 3:Wave 2020

2.63∗∗∗
(0.11)

2.36∗∗∗
(0.11)

3.75∗∗∗
(0.11)

Income quintile 4:Wave 2020

4.26∗∗∗
(0.11)

4.09∗∗∗
(0.12)

6.40∗∗∗
(0.13)

Income quintile 5:Wave 2020

4.66∗∗∗
(0.12)
2.46

4.40∗∗∗
(0.13)
2.46

8.66∗∗∗
(0.14)
2.46

Yes
Yes
No
1775920
0.04
0.220 (df = 1750405)

Yes
Yes
Yes
1775920
0.049
0.219 (df = 1750395)

Mean of the dependent variable bottom quintile before 2020
Zip Code Fixed Effect
No
Borrower Controls
No
Controls for UPB and Original Interest Rate
No
Observations
1775920
R2
0.011
Residual Std. Error
0.221 (df = 1775910)

∗∗∗

Note: This table presents the results of estimating equation 1 with data from McDash. The dependent variable takes the value of one when a mortgage was prepaid, and zero otherwise. The full list of control variables is as follows: zip code fixed effects, loan age, FICO score, loan to value, original interest rate, investor
type fixed effects (GSE, private label or portfolio), and unpaid balance (UPB) (continuous variables are
split into discrete categories and controlled for as dummies). Income quintile 1 is the lowest income quintile.
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59

−0.65∗∗
(0.27)
−0.15
(0.27)
0.87∗∗∗
(0.27)
−0.08
(0.85)
1.38
(0.89)
2.99∗∗∗
(0.86)
5.06∗∗∗
(0.86)

0.46∗∗∗
(0.07)
0.61∗∗∗
(0.08)
0.87∗∗∗
(0.09)
−0.45∗∗∗
(0.08)
0.90∗∗∗
(0.11)
1.63∗∗∗
(0.12)
2.22∗∗∗
(0.13)

Income quintile 3

Income quintile 4

Income quintile 5

Wave 2020

Income quintile 2:Wave 2020

Income quintile 3:Wave 2020

Income quintile 4:Wave 2020

4.20∗∗∗
(0.65)

2.56∗∗∗
(0.65)

1.40∗∗
(0.69)

−0.68
(0.64)

1.24∗∗∗
(0.23)

0.40∗
(0.24)

−0.05
(0.24)

2.19∗∗∗
(0.16)

1.56∗∗∗
(0.13)

0.95∗∗∗
(0.11)

−0.45∗∗∗
(0.09)

0.68∗∗∗
(0.12)

0.56∗∗∗
(0.08)

0.53∗∗∗
(0.07)

Dep. Var. Refinancing {0,1}
Unpaid Balance Split
(3)
(4)
−0.24
0.09
(0.26)
(0.06)

3.12∗∗∗
(0.16)

2.05∗∗∗
(0.15)

1.08∗∗∗
(0.14)

−0.54∗∗∗
(0.11)

0.72∗∗∗
(0.10)

0.33∗∗∗
(0.09)

0.30∗∗∗
(0.08)

(6)
0.02
(0.08)

3.74∗∗∗
(0.18)
2.29
FICO lt 740
Yes
Yes
Yes
880,723
0.039
0.204 (df = 857407)

FICO Split

3.79∗∗∗
(0.19)
2.76
FICO ge 740
Yes
Yes
Yes
815,989
0.054
0.242 (df = 794243)

3.90∗∗∗
(0.18)

2.21∗∗∗
(0.18)

0.98∗∗∗
(0.18)

−1.19∗∗∗
(0.14)

1.12∗∗∗
(0.12)

0.43∗∗∗
(0.11)

0.33∗∗∗
(0.11)

(5)
0.05
(0.11)

mortgage was prepaid, and zero otherwise. The full list of control variables is as follows: zip code fixed effects, loan age, FICO score, loan to
value, original interest rate, investor type fixed effects (GSE, private label or portfolio), and unpaid balance (UPB) (continuous variables are
split into discrete categories and controlled for as dummies). Income quintile 1 is the lowest income quintile.

Note: This table presents the results of estimating equation 1 with data from McDash. The dependent variable takes the value of one when a

Income quintile 5:Wave 2020

2.44∗∗∗
4.20∗∗∗
4.18∗∗∗
1.96∗∗∗
(0.17)
(0.86)
(0.65)
(0.22)
Mean Prepay rate - omitted category
2.42
3.35
2.9
2.44
Sample filter
Rate incentive high Rate incentive low
UPB high
UPB low
Zip Code Fixed Effect
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Controls for borrower attributes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Controls for UPB and Interest Rate
No
No
No
No
Observations
848,357
848,355
848,362
848,350
R2
0.063
0.036
0.051
0.040
Residual Std. Error
0.259 (df = 825596) 0.176 (df = 825122) 0.247 (df = 829152) 0.195 (df = 823989)

Income quintile 2

(2)
−0.95∗∗∗
(0.29)

(1)
0.05
(0.06)

Interest Rate Split

Table 6: Heterogeneity Analysis: Sample Splits

Table 7: Funding Rate, Application Growth and Borrower Income
(1)
(2)
(3)
Change in Funding Rate*100 (2019-2020)
Growth in Applications

-0.0321***
(0.0013)

-0.0249***
(0.0038)

Income quintile 2

-0.3145
(0.7617)

0.0654
(0.9365)

Income quintile 3

-0.6754
(0.7496)

0.2724
(0.9232)

Income quintile 4

-0.8812
(0.7303)

0.9206
(0.8995)

Income quintile 5

-1.1517*
(0.6907)

1.4925*
(0.8498)

Income quintile 2: Growth in Applications

-0.0011
(0.0050)

Income quintile 3: Growth in Applications

-0.0042
(0.0049)

Income quintile 4: Growth in Applications

-0.0094**
(0.0047)

Income quintile 5: Growth in Applications

-0.0124***
(0.0044)

Constant

Mean of dep. Var. in omitted group
Observations
R2
Adjusted R2
Residual Std. Error

-0.3773
(0.5722)

3.4523***
(0.2598)

2.7208***
(0.6997)

-0.38 pp
2,634
0.0014
-0.0001
0.2094 (df= 2629)

-0.38 pp
2,634
0.1953
0.1949
0.1879 (df = 2632)

-0.38 pp
2,634
0.1998
0.1970
0.1876 (df= 26624)

Note: This table uses observations at the lender-by-borrower income quintile level. The dependent
variable is the change in the fraction of applications submitted through Freddie Mac’s Loan Product Advisor (LPA) tool that were eventually funded by Freddie Mac. Application Growth Rate is
calculated at the lender level. Changes and growth rates are calculated between the first half of
2020 and the first half of 2019. Income quintile 1 is the lowest income quintile and income quintile 5 is the highest income quintile. This table includes lenders with at least 1,000 submissions to
LPA in 2020 and excludes income quintile x lender cells with less than 25 observations. Results
weighted by number of LPA submissions. Standard errors in parenthesis. pp= percentage points.
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45.0
46.9
47.8
46.7
45.8
47.4
41.5
43.3
47.4
44.2

41.6
39.9
40.5
40.8
41.3
40.1
44.5
38.5
43.2
44.2

40.7
38.2
39.7
40.0
41.4
41.8
38.8
44.0
43.0
38.7

37.1
35.6
34.5
33.9
34.0
32.7
35.0
34.0
36.0
35.3

40.5
39.6
39.6
40.6
41.1
39.3
40.0
40.7
39.3
43.9

40.8
39.7
37.9
38.5
40.8
40.2
39.9
38.0
38.8
44.2

40.0
39.0
38.6
38.7
38.1
37.4
38.8
40.0
40.1
40.0

41.0
39.6
39.4
40.3
38.6
40.6
40.2
39.9
41.5
43.0

40.7
41.3
39.9
39.5
39.6
39.5
39.8
39.5
40.2
42.7

44.4
44.7
43.9
43.6
43.6
44.1
44.7
44.2
45.9
47.6

45.5
44.7
45.2
45.2
46.1
45.7
46.0
46.8
47.1
48.0

46.2
44.8
45.2
44.8
44.2
47.3
47.5
45.9
48.3
49.5

46.5
45.5
46.1
44.3
44.2
45.3
44.8
45.9
45.8
51.4

36.4
35.4
35.1
33.9
34.0
35.4
33.9
34.4
38.0
36.7

34.4
33.2
32.8
32.9
33.0
33.2
32.8
32.9
33.2
35.3

39.8
39.5
40.1
40.0
40.4
40.4
40.1
40.6
41.8
42.0

43.3
43.5
43.9
44.1
45.4
44.2
44.6
46.0
47.2
48.8

44.0
43.6
43.1
43.4
44.3
44.0
45.0
45.2
45.2
48.9

Note: This table presents the average time between application and closing (in days) for conventional loans, across income deciles and
over time. It considers only applications ultimately funded by Freddie Mac, and therefore approved by the lender. Each row corresponds
to applications submitted on a given income decile. Each column corresponds to applications submitted on a given year and month. The
data covers the period between January 2019 and June 2020.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Income 2019 2019 2019 2019 2019 2019 2019 2019 2019 2019 2019 2019 2020 2020 2020 2020 2020 2020
Decile Jan Feb March April May Jun July Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb March Apr May Jun

Table 8: Time to Process Applications, across the Income Distribution

Table 9: Cash-Out Refinances Before and During 2020, Across the Income Distribution

Income quintile 2
Income quintile 3
Income quintile 4
Income quintile 5
Wave 2020
Income quintile 2:Wave 2020
Income quintile 3:Wave 2020
Income quintile 4:Wave 2020
Income quintile 5:Wave 2020

(1)

(2)

0.002***
(0.001)
0.004***
(0.001)
0.004***
(0.001)
0.003***
(0.001)
0.008***
(0.001)
-0.001
(0.001)
-0.001
(0.001)
-0.0002
(0.001)
-0.001
(0.001)
0.0113

0.002***
(0.001)
0.004***
(0.001)
0.005***
(0.001)
0.003***
(0.001)
0.009***
(0.001)
-0.001
(0.001)
-0.002
(0.001)
-0.001
(0.001)
-0.002*
(0.001)
0.0113

Mean of the dependent variable (weighted)bottom income quintile before 2020
Borrower Controls in Regression
None
Controls for Savings (UPB and Rate Incentive as controls)
No
Observations
3,002,394
R2
0.04
Residual Std. Error
0.140 (df = 2974438)

FICO+LTV+AGE+log(UPB)+Rate Incentive
Yes
3,002,394
0.043
0.139 (df = 2974419)

Note: This table presents the results of estimating equation 1 with data from Freddie Mac. We consider observations that were not prepaid during the period of analysis or were prepaid and matched to
a new cash-refinancing loan. Matched prepayments are weighted by the inverse of the probability of a
match. The dependent variable takes the value of one when a mortgage was refinanced, and zero otherwise. The full list of control variables consists of the following: zip code fixed effects, loan age, FICO
score, loan to value, original interest rate, and unpaid balance (UPB) (continuous variables are split into
discrete categories and controlled for as dummies). Income quintile 1 is the lowest income quintile.
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Internet Appendix
Appendix A

Data Description: Freddie Mac Matched
Transactions

We used a unique administrative loan-level dataset for conventional single-family loans
funded by Freddie Mac. This dataset includes all outstanding single-family 30-year fixed-rate
mortgages funded by Freddie Mac and active at the beginning of each refinance wave. We
followed those loans through the entire duration of each wave and observed whether the loan
was prepaid during the wave. Table A1 presents descriptive statistics for the data.
Table A1: Descriptive Statistics Freddie Mac Loans (Averages)
Wave

N

FICO

LTV

Loan Age
(Months)

UPB

RATE

2015
2016
2017
2019
2020
All

715,363
300,145
232,306
794,178
1,351,845
3,393,837

726
731
714
725
733
728

0.77
0.79
0.78
0.80
0.80
0.79

79
69
121
67
57
69

$175,416
$198,219
$144,102
$221,727
$224,665
$205,743

5.46%
5.04%
5.72%
5.24%
4.84%
5.14%

Notes: This table presents descriptive statistics for the main variables considered in the analysis. The
sample is restricted to all outstanding 30-year fixed rate mortgages on single-family properties that were
not in-the-money for a refinance at the beginning of the wave, and became in-the-money during the
wave. UPB = unpaid balance.

In addition, for a subset of loans newly in-the-month and prepaid, we matched a new loan
originated at the same property address within a 45-day window of the closure of the prepaid
loan. For those matched transactions, we collected loan-level attributes of the newly originated loan at the same address. Where the loan was refinanced, we observed the new loan
product and loan attributes, including the new interest rate. We also identified cases where
the prepayment was not for a refinance, but for a home purchase. Freddie Mac guarantees
about one in five home loans in the United States. Consistent with that share, we found that
we had matches for approximately 20 percent of the prepaid loans. The match rate varied
by loan attributes: borrowers in the middle of the income distribution had slightly higher
match rates than borrowers in the lowest and highest income quintiles. In the 2015 wave,
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we got a higher match rate (about 27 percent) due to including Home Affordable Refinance
Program (HARP) loans. Table A2 contains a summary match rates across our sample.
Table A2: Refinancing Rate by Income and Wave
Income Quintile (q1=low, q5=high)
Wave

N

All

q1

q2

q3

q4

q5

2015
2016
2017
2019
2020
All

52,205
29,842
16,716
78,550
224,235
401,548

27.1%
21.2%
19.5%
19.6%
19.3%
20.5%

30.7%
20.1%
19.6%
14.6%
18.6%
19.5%

30.3%
22.9%
21.8%
19.5%
19.9%
21.5%

28.3%
23.1%
21.0%
20.9%
19.7%
21.4%

27.1%
21.9%
19.9%
20.9%
19.7%
21.1%

22.1%
18.9%
15.4%
19.5%
18.7%
19.2%

To assess the extent to which the matched loans broadly represent the full population of
prepaid loans, we first compared the characteristics of matched loans to the unmatched
loans across waves. Table A3 compares the origination FICO score, origination loan to value
(LTV), origination debt to income ratio (DTI), interest rate, and unpaid balances (UPB)
(at the beginning of the wave) for matched and unmatched loans. On these observables, the
matched and unmatched loans are similar.
Table A3: Comparison of Matched and Unmatched Loans (Averages)
Wave

Matched?

N

before 2020
before 2020
2020
2020

No Match 138,158
Match
39,155
No Match 180,960
Match
43,275

FICO
735
734
744
745

LTV

DTI

0.789 0.360
0.786 0.360
0.811 0.360
0.819 0.358

Loan Age
60
61
37
33

UPB

Rate

$242,226 5.18%
$238,389 5.18%
$273,533 4.70%
$278,064 4.68%

The matched loans could differ in ways that the univariate distributions do not capture. To
help mitigate this possibility in our analysis of the matched loans, we used sampling weights
derived from our estimate of the likelihood of a prepaid loan being matched using observable
characteristics. We coded each prepaid loan in our sample as one if there was a match and
zero otherwise. We fit a linear probability model for the likelihood of a loan being matched
using the wave, income quintile, FICO score, UPB, LTV, loan age, and potential savings
from refinancing. We then used the inverse of the fitted probability from this regression
as our sampling weight for matched loans (using a weight of 1 for all loans that were not
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prepaid). The regression showed that higher FICO loans, higher LTV loans, and younger
loans had a slightly lower chance of having a match, but the difference was relatively small.
For example, going from a FICO score of 741 to 739 increased the match probability by only
0.8 percentage points. A loan prepaid in less than one year (loan age under 12 months) was
1.7 percentage points less likely to be matched than a loan that was more than seven years
old.

Appendix B

Refinancing Inequality Over Time: Alternative Period of Analysis

We studied the refinancing income gap over 15-month periods before the pandemic and
compared its magnitude to the refinancing income gap during the initial five months of the
pandemic (February-June 2020). As before, we considered five-month windows to allow a
reasonable amount of time for refinancing. The results are presented in Figure B1. Panel (a)
shows the refinancing income gap in each period (β5 + φ5 ). For reference, panel (b) shows
the evolution of mortgage rates during the period. While interest rates were consistently
declining from their 2018 peak, refinancing inequality was not trending upward. Instead, a
dramatic increase took place between February and June 2020, leading to inequality levels
7.3 times higher than in the 15 months immediately preceding the start of the pandemic.
The results in Figure B1 are based on Table B1.
Figure B1: Pre-Pandemic Short Term Trends in Refinancing Inequality
(b) Fixed-term 30 year
mortgage rate

(a) Refinancing income gap
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Table B1: Refinancing Inequality Over the 20 Months to June 2020

Income quintile 2
Income quintile 3
Income quintile 4
Income quintile 5
Wave 2020
Income quintile 2:Wave 2020
Income quintile 3:Wave 2020
Income quintile 4:Wave 2020
Income quintile 5:Wave 2020
Mean of the dependent variable bottome quintile before 2020
Zip Fixed Effect
Borrower Controls
Controls for UPB and Interest Rate
Observations
R2
Residual Std. Error

(1)

(2)

(3)

0.005***
(0.001)
0.010***
(0.001)
0.016***
(0.001)
0.022***
(0.001)
0.015***
(0.001)
0.012***
(0.001)
0.028***
(0.001)
0.047***
(0.001)
0.052***
(0.001)
0.015

-0.003***
(0.001)
-0.003***
(0.001)
-0.002*
(0.001)
0.005***
(0.001)
0.004***
(0.001)
0.013***
(0.001)
0.031***
(0.001)
0.051***
(0.001)
0.056***
(0.001)
0.015

-0.002***
(0.001)
-0.011***
(0.001)
-0.023***
(0.001)
-0.026***
(0.001)
0.039***
(0.001)
0.026***
(0.001)
0.053***
(0.001)
0.083***
(0.001)
0.107***
(0.002)
0.015

No
No
No
1127525
0.018
0.225 (df = 1127515)

Yes
Yes
No
1127525
0.051
0.224 (df = 1103045)

Yes
Yes
Yes
1127525
0.068
0.222 (df = 1103035)

Note: This table presents the results of estimating equation 1 with data from McDash. We consider
observations corresponding to the last 20 months before June 2020. The dependent variable takes the
value of one when a mortgage was prepaid, and zero otherwise. The full list of control variables is as
follows: zip code fixed effects, loan age, FICO score, loan to value, original interest rate, investor type
fixed effects (GSE, private label, or portfolio), and unpaid balance (UPB) (continuous variables are split
into discrete categories and controlled for as dummies). Income quintile 1 is the lowest income quintile.
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Appendix C

The Geography of the COVID-19 Pandemic:
Tracking Severity Over Time by County and
State

Figure C1: Geography of the COVID-19 Pandemic, County Level Variables.
(a) COVID-19 cases per 100,000 people (Feb 2020) (b) COVID-19 cases per 100,000 people (June 2020)

(c) Time spent at home (February 2020)

(d) Time spent at home (June 2020)
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Figure C2: Geography of the COVID-19 Pandemic, State Level Variables.
(a) Forbearance (March 2020)

(b) Forbearance (June 2020)

(c) Unemployment insurance, weekly claim rate
(February 2020)

(d) Unemployment insurance weekly, claim rate
(June 2020)
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Table C1: Refinancing Inequality Across the Distribution of COVID-19 severity (Different
Measures of Severity)
Severity Measure
β2 IncomeQuintile2
β3 IncomeQuintile3
β4 IncomeQuintile4
β5 IncomeQuintile5
γ2 Severity2
γ3 Severity3
γ4 Severity4
γ5 Severity5
φ2,2 IncomeQuintile2:Severity2
φ3,2 IncomeQuintile3:Severity2
φ4,2 IncomeQuintile4:Severity2
φ5,2 IncomeQuintile5:Severity2
φ2,3 IncomeQuintile2:Severity3
φ3,3 IncomeQuintile3:Severity3
φ4,3 IncomeQuintile4:Severity3
φ5,3 IncomeQuintile5:Severity3
φ2,4 IncomeQuintile2:Severity4
φ3,4 IncomeQuintile3:Severity4
φ4,4 IncomeQuintile4:Severity4
φ5,4 IncomeQuintile5:Severity4
φ2,5 IncomeQuintile2:Severity5
φ3,5 IncomeQuintile3:Severity5
φ4,5 IncomeQuintile4:Severity5
φ5,5 IncomeQuintile5:Severity5
Mean Prepay rate - omitted category
Zip Code Fixed Effect
Time Fixed Effect
Clustered Error
Controls for borrower attributes
Controls for rate and UPB
Controls for other severity measures
Observations
R2

(1)
Case rate
0.01
(0.05)
-0.12**
(0.05)
-0.44***
(0.06)
-0.39***
(0.07)
-1.28***
(0.07)
-1.85***
(0.09)
-1.97***
(0.09)
-1.98***
(0.1)
0.64***
(0.07)
1.09***
(0.08)
1.65***
(0.08)
1.98***
(0.09)
0.84***
(0.08)
1.53***
(0.08)
2.33***
(0.09)
2.88***
(0.1)
0.83***
(0.08)
1.49***
(0.08)
2.47***
(0.09)
3.16***
(0.1)
0.70***
(0.08)
1.34***
(0.08)
2.08***
(0.09)
2.76***
(0.1)
0.71
Yes
Yes
Zip
Yes
Yes
No
2,895,722
0.02

(2)
Case rate
0.23***
(0.09)
0.22**
(0.09)
0.16*
(0.1)
0.53***
(0.11)
-0.82***
(0.12)
-1.13***
(0.13)
-1.16***
(0.13)
-0.89***
(0.16)
0.44***
(0.13)
0.90***
(0.14)
1.16***
(0.14)
1.53***
(0.15)
0.62***
(0.13)
1.18***
(0.13)
1.85***
(0.14)
2.20***
(0.15)
0.59***
(0.12)
1.08***
(0.13)
1.68***
(0.14)
2.07***
(0.15)
0.38***
(0.13)
0.88***
(0.13)
1.17***
(0.14)
1.48***
(0.15)
0.98
Yes
Yes
Zip
Yes
Yes
No
1,242,204
0.02

(3)
Forbearance
0.40***
(0.08)
0.46***
(0.09)
0.36***
(0.1)
0.67***
(0.11)
-1.33***
(0.13)
-1.48***
(0.14)
-1.25***
(0.18)
-1.20***
(0.15)
0.42***
(0.12)
0.84***
(0.13)
1.49***
(0.14)
1.78***
(0.16)
0.32***
(0.12)
0.90***
(0.13)
1.46***
(0.14)
1.37***
(0.16)
0.2
(0.15)
0.71***
(0.16)
1.21***
(0.16)
1.96***
(0.17)
0.19
(0.13)
0.37***
(0.13)
0.81***
(0.14)
1.42***
(0.14)
1.04
Yes
Yes
Zip
Yes
Yes
No
1,242,204
0.02

Note: The notes to this table are presented in the next page.
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(4)
UI Claims
0.78***
(0.09)
1.29***
(0.1)
1.77***
(0.11)
1.96***
(0.13)
0.06
(0.11)
0.59***
(0.11)
0.30***
(0.11)
0.23*
(0.12)
-0.04
(0.13)
-0.08
(0.14)
-0.15
(0.15)
0.31*
(0.16)
-0.33**
(0.13)
-0.62***
(0.14)
-0.95***
(0.15)
-0.15
(0.16)
-0.14
(0.13)
-0.32**
(0.14)
-0.38**
(0.15)
0.24
(0.17)
-0.14
(0.13)
-0.30**
(0.14)
-0.67***
(0.15)
-0.36**
(0.16)
1.34
Yes
Yes
Zip
Yes
Yes
No
1,242,204
0.02

(5)
Time at Home
0.58***
(0.08)
0.78***
(0.09)
0.95***
(0.1)
1.12***
(0.12)
-0.33***
(0.11)
-0.47***
(0.12)
-0.2
(0.14)
0.27
(0.18)
0.1
(0.12)
0.39***
(0.13)
0.55***
(0.14)
0.78***
(0.16)
0.27**
(0.13)
0.70***
(0.13)
0.99***
(0.14)
1.65***
(0.16)
0.08
(0.12)
0.31**
(0.13)
0.69***
(0.14)
1.12***
(0.16)
-0.02
(0.14)
-0.07
(0.14)
-0.1
(0.15)
0.74***
(0.16)
1.11
Yes
Yes
Zip
Yes
Yes
No
1,242,204
0.02

(6)
Case rate
0.29**
(0.14)
0.18
(0.15)
0.16
(0.16)
0.14
(0.18)
-0.64***
(0.16)
-0.78***
(0.17)
-0.77***
(0.18)
-0.45**
(0.2)
0.47***
(0.18)
0.88***
(0.19)
0.93***
(0.2)
0.94***
(0.22)
0.61***
(0.19)
1.01***
(0.2)
1.32***
(0.22)
1.26***
(0.23)
0.63***
(0.19)
0.96***
(0.21)
1.13***
(0.22)
1.23***
(0.24)
0.40**
(0.2)
0.67***
(0.21)
0.52**
(0.23)
0.39
(0.25)
0.93
Yes
Yes
Zip
Yes
Yes
Yes
1,242,204
0.02

Notes to Table C1: This table presents the results of estimating equation 2, using data from
McDash. The dependent variable takes the value of one when a mortgage was prepaid and
zero otherwise. We consider mortgages that were not in-the-money in February 2020 and
became in-the-money in any of the subsequent periods until July 2020. For these mortgages
we have monthly observations between the first month in which they turn in-the-money and
up until the month in which they are prepaid. The reference category for calculating mean
prepay rates in columns 1 to 5 is defined as the bottom quintile of income and corresponding
severity measure. The reference category for calculating mean prepay rates in column 6
is defined as bottom quintile of income and bottom quintile in all severity measures. The
coefficient β5 represents the refinancing income gap in geography-months where the pandemic
had the least income. The coefficient φ5k represents increases in the refinancing income gap
for mortgages in geography-months that lie on the jth quintile of the distribution of COVID19 severity, relative to those in the bottom quintile. Standard errors are clustered at the
county level. UPB = unpaid balance.
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Appendix D

New Originations by Purpose Across the Income Distribution and Over Time

Figure D1: New Originations by Income Decile and Loan Purpose, Over Time
(a) Fraction of new originations that are
rate refinances

(b) Fraction of new originations that are
cash-out refinances

(c) Fraction of new originations that
cannot be classified as rate or cash-out
refinances
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Appendix E

Refinancing of Low-Income Borrowers and
Aggregate Consumption

Motivated by our results we pose the hypothesis that, the effect of mortgage refinancing
on spending would be higher if lower-income borrowers were appropriating a larger share of
savings from mortgage refinancing.
Our main results on the distribution of savings from refinancing introduce a tension between
two well-documented forces affecting consumer spending. First, several papers have shown
that refinancing affects consumer spending (Di Maggio et al., 2017; Boyce et al., 2012; Agarwal et al., Forthcoming; Berger et al., 2020, 2019; Eichenbaum, Rebelo and Wong, 2018;
Agarwal et al., 2017). Second, it is well known that low-income individuals have higher
marginal propensities to consume, compared to their higher-income counterparts. We show
that savings from refinancing are concentrated among high-income individuals. It is thus
natural to hypothesize that the effectiveness of the mortgages refinancing channel for the
transmission of monetary policy would be higher, if low-income borrowers were captured a
higher share of savings from refinancing.
Formally testing this hypothesis is beyond the scope of this paper, but we think it is an interesting avenue for future research. We nevertheless provide graphical evidence of a positive
relation between refinancing activity of low-income borrowers and spending. Specifically, we
correlate refinancing activity of borrowers in the bottom quintile of the income distribution,
to credit and debit card spending. We measure refinancing activity between February and
June 2020, and spending during the month of July 2020. February to June 2020 corresponds
to the 2020 wave of refinancing activity that we compared to previous periods, throughout
the paper. To allow enough time for the savings from refinancing to influence consumption,
we measure consumption at the end of this wave of refinancing activity. Thus, we capture
the cumulative effect of refinancing on spending over a five-month period.
We define quintiles of the income distribution based on the pool of borrowers with active
mortgages in the United States as of 2020. We measure credit and debit card spending
with data from Affinity Solutions compiled by Chetty et al. (2020), also at the county level.
Our spending data are in the form of an index reflecting changes in spending relative to
January 2020. We calculate the refinancing rate of borrowers in the bottom quintile of the
income distribution of mortgage borrowers at the national level. This measure is defined as
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the number of mortgages of low-income borrowers in the county, divided by the number of
active mortgages of low-income borrowers in the same county.
Panel (a) of Figure E1 presents a county-level heat map for the change in refinancing rates
of low-income borrowers between the period February to June 2020 and previous waves of
low interest rates considered in the analysis. Panel (b) shows a county-level heat map of
the spending index of Chetty et al. (2020) as of July 2020. The counties with the largest
increases in refinancing activity among low-income individuals are the same as the counties
with the largest values for the spending index, which represent counties with the strongest
spending recovery seven months into the pandemic.
These results are only correlations and there are several omitted variables that could jointly
affect refinancing activity of low-income borrowers and consumer spending. For example,
the severity of the pandemic negatively affects refinancing of low-income borrowers and
consumption. However, the hypothesis posed in this section is a potential avenue for future
research.
Figure E1: Refinancing of Low-Income Borrowers and Aggregate Spending

Note: Panel (a) shows changes in refinancing activity for borrowers in the bottom quintile
of the income distribution before and during the pandemic (February-June 2020). Panel
(b) shows the value of the spending index of Chetty et al. (2020) as of July 2020.
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